
ANATOMY OF A TOWNANATOMY OF A TOWN



BLACK SCREENBLACK SCREEN

AUTOMATED VOICEAUTOMATED VOICE
Your voicemail box is more thanYour voicemail box is more than
half full, please delete unneededhalf full, please delete unneeded
messages.messages.

BEEP.BEEP.

SHERRIESHERRIE
Leonard, it's Sherrie. Please callLeonard, it's Sherrie. Please call
me, I need to talk to you aboutme, I need to talk to you about
something important.something important.

BEEP.BEEP.

AUTOMATED VOICEAUTOMATED VOICE
This message has been deleted.This message has been deleted.

SHERRIESHERRIE
Leonard, please call me back. ILeonard, please call me back. I
really need your help and I can'treally need your help and I can't
talk to anyone else about this.talk to anyone else about this.
Please call-Please call-

BEEP.BEEP.

AUTOMATED VOICEAUTOMATED VOICE
This message has been deleted.This message has been deleted.

The sounds of SCRAPING.The sounds of SCRAPING.

FADE IN:FADE IN:

A thin line of daylight against the flat horizon.A thin line of daylight against the flat horizon.

More sounds of scraping. The line of light thickens with theMore sounds of scraping. The line of light thickens with the
coming dawn.coming dawn.

EXT. POLICE STATION - DAWNEXT. POLICE STATION - DAWN

LEONARD SHEPHERD (35) scrapes ice and snow from theLEONARD SHEPHERD (35) scrapes ice and snow from the
windshield of a white Ford Bronco with patches of rust, snowwindshield of a white Ford Bronco with patches of rust, snow
piled high on the roof of the truck. The engine warms.piled high on the roof of the truck. The engine warms.

Leonard's tall with dark features. His black hair streakedLeonard's tall with dark features. His black hair streaked
with bits of gray. He has a handsome, chiseled face. He wearswith bits of gray. He has a handsome, chiseled face. He wears
a navy-colored parka with a police insignia sewn on thea navy-colored parka with a police insignia sewn on the
sleeve.sleeve.

The side of the truck door reads: CHIPPEWA HEIGHTS POLICEThe side of the truck door reads: CHIPPEWA HEIGHTS POLICE
DEPARTMENT.DEPARTMENT.

Leonard pauses, slightly fatigued. His breath condenses withLeonard pauses, slightly fatigued. His breath condenses with
the cold, producing large, white clouds.the cold, producing large, white clouds.



2. 2. 

The muffled crackle of a police radio sounds from inside theThe muffled crackle of a police radio sounds from inside the
vehicle. Leonard reaches quickly to open the driver's sidevehicle. Leonard reaches quickly to open the driver's side
door.door.

A female DISPATCHER'S voice comes over the receiver.A female DISPATCHER'S voice comes over the receiver.

DISPATCHER (O.S.)DISPATCHER (O.S.)
Hey, Chief? Are you there?Hey, Chief? Are you there?

Leonard pulls off his winter gloves. A traditional NativeLeonard pulls off his winter gloves. A traditional Native
American beaded bracelet shakes down Leonard's arm as heAmerican beaded bracelet shakes down Leonard's arm as he
reaches for the receiver.reaches for the receiver.

LEONARDLEONARD
Hey-Hey-

Leonard slides into the driver's seat, shuts the door andLeonard slides into the driver's seat, shuts the door and
throws the Bronco into drive.throws the Bronco into drive.

DISPATCHER (O.S.)DISPATCHER (O.S.)
Joe and Dave are on their way.Joe and Dave are on their way.

LEONARDLEONARD
Good deal.Good deal.

Leonard lights a cigarette as he navigates the snowy roads.Leonard lights a cigarette as he navigates the snowy roads.

DISPATCHER (O.S.)DISPATCHER (O.S.)
Old Man McNamara says to tell youOld Man McNamara says to tell you
they haven't plowed the road tothey haven't plowed the road to
his farm yet.his farm yet.

Leonard pulls to the side of the road on the outskirts ofLeonard pulls to the side of the road on the outskirts of
town in order to let a snow plow pass him in the oppositetown in order to let a snow plow pass him in the opposite
direction.direction.

LEONARDLEONARD
They're just getting to it now,They're just getting to it now,
looks like. I can't tell the roadlooks like. I can't tell the road
from the landscape.from the landscape.

Leonard's view is a blur of pure white.Leonard's view is a blur of pure white.

DISPATCHER (O.S.)DISPATCHER (O.S.)
Just steer clear of the mailboxes.Just steer clear of the mailboxes.

They both chuckle.They both chuckle.

DISPATCHER (O.S.)DISPATCHER (O.S.)
(continuing)(continuing)

Says he's sorry, might be a toughSays he's sorry, might be a tough
drive.drive.



3. 3. 

Leonard smiles as he drags on his cigarette.Leonard smiles as he drags on his cigarette.

LEONARDLEONARD
Tell Old Man McNamara not toTell Old Man McNamara not to
worry, I'm riding my trusty rustyworry, I'm riding my trusty rusty
sorrel.sorrel.

The dispatcher laughs again.The dispatcher laughs again.

DISPATCHER (O.S.)DISPATCHER (O.S.)
Will do.Will do.

EXT. MCNAMARA FARM - DAWNEXT. MCNAMARA FARM - DAWN

Leonard's truck cuts through the deep snow towards the house.Leonard's truck cuts through the deep snow towards the house.
It's a modest, well-maintained farmhouse.It's a modest, well-maintained farmhouse.

MCNAMARA (70s), a round, solid man, stands in the doorwayMCNAMARA (70s), a round, solid man, stands in the doorway
watching Leonard, puffing on a wooden pipe. He wears awatching Leonard, puffing on a wooden pipe. He wears a
flannel shirt tucked neatly into faded pinstripe overalls.flannel shirt tucked neatly into faded pinstripe overalls.

EXT. MCNAMARA FARM - CONTINUINGEXT. MCNAMARA FARM - CONTINUING

Leonard climbs up the front steps. McNamara nods to LeonardLeonard climbs up the front steps. McNamara nods to Leonard
as he slips on a heavy winter jacket.as he slips on a heavy winter jacket.

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
Chief Shepherd.Chief Shepherd.

LEONARDLEONARD
Mr. McNamara.Mr. McNamara.

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
First day of spring.First day of spring.

LEONARDLEONARD
It's a beauty.It's a beauty.

McNamara steps outside.McNamara steps outside.

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
The wife-The wife-

McNamara walks painfully.McNamara walks painfully.

LEONARDLEONARD
-Clara.-Clara.

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
I broke my hip last year. ClaraI broke my hip last year. Clara
went, otherwise I would have gonewent, otherwise I would have gone
to the wood pile myself.to the wood pile myself.



4. 4. 

The two men trudge away from the house, sinking past theirThe two men trudge away from the house, sinking past their
knees in the deep snow.knees in the deep snow.

Leonard searches his big jacket pockets for a moment,Leonard searches his big jacket pockets for a moment,
producing a policeman's note pad and pen. Leonard flips itproducing a policeman's note pad and pen. Leonard flips it
open.open.

LEONARDLEONARD
What time did Clara go to the woodWhat time did Clara go to the wood
pile?pile?

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
'Bout five.'Bout five.

Leonard scribbles.Leonard scribbles.

LEONARDLEONARD
Are you always up that early?Are you always up that early?

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
(chuckles)(chuckles)

Old habits die hard.Old habits die hard.

The large wood pile comes into view, partially covered by aThe large wood pile comes into view, partially covered by a
red plastic tarp.red plastic tarp.

They hear VOICES and turn toward the house.They hear VOICES and turn toward the house.

Two men, DAVE (25) and JOE (35), stand at the front doorTwo men, DAVE (25) and JOE (35), stand at the front door
talking to CLARA (60s). Clara points towards the wood pile.talking to CLARA (60s). Clara points towards the wood pile.

McNamara looks questioningly at Leonard.McNamara looks questioningly at Leonard.

LEONARDLEONARD
Those are my guys.Those are my guys.

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
Should we wait?Should we wait?

LEONARDLEONARD
They'll catch up.They'll catch up.

The two men continue through the deep snow.The two men continue through the deep snow.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

You're not doing too bad forYou're not doing too bad for
having a break.having a break.

McNamara nods.McNamara nods.



5. 5. 

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
Can't carry nothing though. That'sCan't carry nothing though. That's
why Clara had to go to the woodwhy Clara had to go to the wood
pile this morning.pile this morning.

The sounds of GROWLING draw their attention.The sounds of GROWLING draw their attention.

Leonard gestures for McNamara to stay behind him as heLeonard gestures for McNamara to stay behind him as he
advances to the wood pile, drawing his service revolver.advances to the wood pile, drawing his service revolver.

More sounds of GROWLING as Leonard turns the corner of theMore sounds of GROWLING as Leonard turns the corner of the
wood pile and sees a coyote tearing at the flesh of thewood pile and sees a coyote tearing at the flesh of the
corpse of a nude, dead woman.corpse of a nude, dead woman.

Her head and neck are exposed, the coyote has torn away mostHer head and neck are exposed, the coyote has torn away most
of the flesh there and works at knocking the logs away fromof the flesh there and works at knocking the logs away from
her torso.her torso.

Leonard knocks his pistol against a metal barrel but theLeonard knocks his pistol against a metal barrel but the
coyote isn't frightened by the noise, she stands her ground.coyote isn't frightened by the noise, she stands her ground.

Leonard re-holsters his weapon.Leonard re-holsters his weapon.

LEONARDLEONARD
Coyote, rabid maybe.Coyote, rabid maybe.

McNamara scratches his head, confused.McNamara scratches his head, confused.

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
Never seen 'em this far north.Never seen 'em this far north.

LEONARDLEONARD
They are going wherever they canThey are going wherever they can
find room... and food.find room... and food.

Leonard picks up a log, whipping it at the coyote's head.Leonard picks up a log, whipping it at the coyote's head.

The coyote YELPS as it collapses.The coyote YELPS as it collapses.

Leonard puts one boot on the throat of the animal, crouchingLeonard puts one boot on the throat of the animal, crouching
down, closing his eyes. He cracks the coyote's skull with thedown, closing his eyes. He cracks the coyote's skull with the
butt of his weapon.butt of his weapon.

Leonard watches as the animal dies.Leonard watches as the animal dies.

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
'Course we never used to have'Course we never used to have
murders here either. This is themurders here either. This is the
second in as many years.second in as many years.

Leonard clears his throat.Leonard clears his throat.



6. 6. 

Joe and Dave have reached the two men. Dave takes in theJoe and Dave have reached the two men. Dave takes in the
bloody scene.bloody scene.

DAVEDAVE
Christ-Christ-

Joe looks at the body.Joe looks at the body.

JOEJOE
What are the chances she got thereWhat are the chances she got there
by herself?by herself?

LEONARDLEONARD
I wouldn't take that bet.I wouldn't take that bet.

Dave and Joe nod "hellos" to Old Man McNamara. Leonard looksDave and Joe nod "hellos" to Old Man McNamara. Leonard looks
at his officers.at his officers.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Dave, I need you to call animalDave, I need you to call animal
control, we're going to have tocontrol, we're going to have to
transport this coyote to thetransport this coyote to the
medical examiner's, along with themedical examiner's, along with the
body.body.

Dave doesn't follow his logic. Leonard pats the stomach ofDave doesn't follow his logic. Leonard pats the stomach of
the animal gently.the animal gently.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Maybe she's got evidence for us.Maybe she's got evidence for us.

Joe looks at the body and observes that the head has beenJoe looks at the body and observes that the head has been
nearly chewed off by the animal, her face unidentifiable.nearly chewed off by the animal, her face unidentifiable.

Wisps of long blonde hair blow in the wind.Wisps of long blonde hair blow in the wind.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Did you get a look at her beforeDid you get a look at her before
the coyote-the coyote-

McNamara shakes his head.McNamara shakes his head.

MCNAMARAMCNAMARA
Maybe Clara-Maybe Clara-

Joe notices a tattoo of a orange sun and blue moon eclipsingJoe notices a tattoo of a orange sun and blue moon eclipsing
on the hip of the corpse. He clears his throat a littleon the hip of the corpse. He clears his throat a little
nervously.nervously.



7. 7. 

JOEJOE
Somebody's gotta know who has thatSomebody's gotta know who has that
tattoo.tattoo.

Leonard looks at the tattoo...Leonard looks at the tattoo...

BEGIN MEMORY HIT #1BEGIN MEMORY HIT #1

A hand brushes over the tattoo, grasping her hip. The handA hand brushes over the tattoo, grasping her hip. The hand
wears a wedding band and the traditional Native Americanwears a wedding band and the traditional Native American
bracelet.bracelet.

END MEMORY HIT #1END MEMORY HIT #1

INT. DINER - NOONINT. DINER - NOON

It's a typical small town diner, filled with locals. Well-It's a typical small town diner, filled with locals. Well-
lit, perhaps a little dingy, but clean.lit, perhaps a little dingy, but clean.

A waitress, SALLY FOSTER (45)slim and no-nonsense, bustlesA waitress, SALLY FOSTER (45)slim and no-nonsense, bustles
around serving customers.around serving customers.

A television mounted on the wall shows a news program, theA television mounted on the wall shows a news program, the
volume barely audible.volume barely audible.

HARVEY BOYLE (45), graying, very tan and athletic, sits atHARVEY BOYLE (45), graying, very tan and athletic, sits at
the counter reading the newspaper.the counter reading the newspaper.

Sally refills Harvey's coffee cup, walking quickly towardsSally refills Harvey's coffee cup, walking quickly towards
the kitchen, she glances at the television. The news programthe kitchen, she glances at the television. The news program
has switched to a commercial.has switched to a commercial.

On screen, Harvey Boyle stands in front of a brand new sportOn screen, Harvey Boyle stands in front of a brand new sport
utility vehicle in the commercial.utility vehicle in the commercial.

SALLYSALLY
Hey, Harv- you're on again.Hey, Harv- you're on again.

Harvey and the customers turn their attention to theHarvey and the customers turn their attention to the
television set, she turns up the volume.television set, she turns up the volume.

HARVEYHARVEY
(on TV)(on TV)

-just stop by for a look- today!-just stop by for a look- today!

On camera, Harvey turns his attention to an attractive blondeOn camera, Harvey turns his attention to an attractive blonde
woman, SHERRIE HARRIS (35), dressed in a black leather mini-woman, SHERRIE HARRIS (35), dressed in a black leather mini-
shirt, low-cut blouse and high heels.shirt, low-cut blouse and high heels.

A group of four men sit at a table, eating, drinking coffeeA group of four men sit at a table, eating, drinking coffee
and chain-smoking. They all wear mechanics' blue jumpsuits.and chain-smoking. They all wear mechanics' blue jumpsuits.



8. 8. 

They watch, one of the men, JACK HARRIS (35), looks away,They watch, one of the men, JACK HARRIS (35), looks away,
fiddling with his wedding ring. A large bandage wraps thefiddling with his wedding ring. A large bandage wraps the
palm of his hand.palm of his hand.

SHERRIESHERRIE
(on TV)(on TV)

Boyle Automotive has the biggestBoyle Automotive has the biggest
deals in the county.deals in the county.

Sherrie looks invitingly into the camera, smilingSherrie looks invitingly into the camera, smiling
seductively. The ad is campy yet effective.seductively. The ad is campy yet effective.

A MAN seated at a table near Harvey lets out a low whistle.A MAN seated at a table near Harvey lets out a low whistle.

MANMAN
That'll keep your engine running.That'll keep your engine running.

Harvey smiles on and off camera. Another CUSTOMER seated nextHarvey smiles on and off camera. Another CUSTOMER seated next
to Harvey at the counter slaps him on the back.to Harvey at the counter slaps him on the back.

CUSTOMERCUSTOMER
How's business?How's business?

HARVEYHARVEY
Not a lot of people buying newNot a lot of people buying new
cars these days. This recession-cars these days. This recession-

CUSTOMERCUSTOMER
Ah, it'll get better. AmericansAh, it'll get better. Americans
love their new cars.love their new cars.

A woman enters the diner purposefully. She's Harvey's wife,A woman enters the diner purposefully. She's Harvey's wife,
JOSEPHINE (38). Her hair and make-up perfect, she's slim andJOSEPHINE (38). Her hair and make-up perfect, she's slim and
pretty.pretty.

Harvey and Josephine lock eyes for a moment. Harvey frowns.Harvey and Josephine lock eyes for a moment. Harvey frowns.

EXT. DINER - DAYEXT. DINER - DAY

Leonard parks the Bronco outside the diner. Plows busilyLeonard parks the Bronco outside the diner. Plows busily
clear snow from the small downtown city streets.clear snow from the small downtown city streets.

A man, the MAYOR (50s) short and fat, comes out of the diner.A man, the MAYOR (50s) short and fat, comes out of the diner.

LEONARDLEONARD
Mayor-Mayor-

MAYORMAYOR
I've just heard. Stop by my officeI've just heard. Stop by my office
later today and fill me on thelater today and fill me on the
details.details.



9. 9. 

Leonard nods as he opens the door, a bell sounds sounds hisLeonard nods as he opens the door, a bell sounds sounds his
arrival.arrival.

INT. DINER - CONTINUINGINT. DINER - CONTINUING

Customers glance up at Leonard. A man nods in his direction,Customers glance up at Leonard. A man nods in his direction,
Leonard nods back.Leonard nods back.

Leonard glances around, taking the police note pad from hisLeonard glances around, taking the police note pad from his
pocket. Harvey glances up at Leonard as he passes.pocket. Harvey glances up at Leonard as he passes.

HARVEYHARVEY
Chief-Chief-

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Josephine)(to Josephine)

We don't see you in town muchWe don't see you in town much
these days, Josephine.these days, Josephine.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
I try to stay in my green house.I try to stay in my green house.

LEONARDLEONARD
Can't say I blame you.Can't say I blame you.

Josephine smiles politely at Leonard.Josephine smiles politely at Leonard.

Leonard consults his note pad briefly as he scribblesLeonard consults his note pad briefly as he scribbles
something.something.

HARVEYHARVEY
Busy pulling cars outta ditchesBusy pulling cars outta ditches
this morning, Chief?this morning, Chief?

Leonard smiles a little.Leonard smiles a little.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm sure one or two of them cameI'm sure one or two of them came
from your dealership. Your machinefrom your dealership. Your machine
shop will be getting busy today.shop will be getting busy today.

HARVEYHARVEY
Yeah, ready to get those slackersYeah, ready to get those slackers
to work over there.to work over there.

Harvey nods with his head, Leonard follows his gesture. TheHarvey nods with his head, Leonard follows his gesture. The
table of mechanics laugh as they finish lunch.table of mechanics laugh as they finish lunch.

Harvey and Josephine walk toward the door.Harvey and Josephine walk toward the door.



10. 10. 

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Harvey)(to Harvey)

Are you going to be at theAre you going to be at the
dealership later today?dealership later today?

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
We've got an appointment.We've got an appointment.

Harvey shuffles his feet a little.Harvey shuffles his feet a little.

HARVEYHARVEY
(to Leonard)(to Leonard)

Sure. This afternoon, late.Sure. This afternoon, late.

The couple starts to leave.The couple starts to leave.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(still in earshot)(still in earshot)

Next week's our fund-raiser forNext week's our fund-raiser for
the Sheriff. I offered our effortsthe Sheriff. I offered our efforts
for his reelection and I will askfor his reelection and I will ask
the board of directors for mythe board of directors for my
father's endowment to also lendfather's endowment to also lend
support-support-

Sally passes Leonard.Sally passes Leonard.

SALLYSALLY
Coffee, Leonard?Coffee, Leonard?

Leonard glances down at his boots for a moment, anLeonard glances down at his boots for a moment, an
involuntary look of shame overcoming him.involuntary look of shame overcoming him.

LEONARDLEONARD
Not today, Sally, thanks.Not today, Sally, thanks.

Leonard walks slowly to the table of mechanics. Jack glancesLeonard walks slowly to the table of mechanics. Jack glances
up at Leonard.up at Leonard.

JACKJACK
Whattya staring at, Chief?Whattya staring at, Chief?

Jack gives him a sarcastic grin.Jack gives him a sarcastic grin.

LEONARDLEONARD
Got a minute, Jack?Got a minute, Jack?

Leonard looks at the other men at the table who stare at theLeonard looks at the other men at the table who stare at the
intruder.intruder.

JACKJACK
Not really.Not really.



11. 11. 

Jack extinguishes his cigarette, standing up, the other menJack extinguishes his cigarette, standing up, the other men
start to follow. Leonard grabs his elbow gently.start to follow. Leonard grabs his elbow gently.

LEONARDLEONARD
(whispering)(whispering)

It's about Sherrie.It's about Sherrie.

Jack laughs as he pulls free from. Leonard's grip.Jack laughs as he pulls free from. Leonard's grip.

JACKJACK
(whispering back)(whispering back)

What? Let me guess, you wanna fuckWhat? Let me guess, you wanna fuck
her. Get in line.her. Get in line.

Jack pulls on his jacket, exiting with the other mechanics.Jack pulls on his jacket, exiting with the other mechanics.

Leonard follows them to the door. A man wearing an expensiveLeonard follows them to the door. A man wearing an expensive
business suit, ANTIQUE DEALER (60,) talks with Harvey andbusiness suit, ANTIQUE DEALER (60,) talks with Harvey and
Josephine across the street.Josephine across the street.

Jack gets into a brand new pick-up truck as Leonard stepsJack gets into a brand new pick-up truck as Leonard steps
outside the diner.outside the diner.

OUTSIDEOUTSIDE

LEONARDLEONARD
Jack-Jack-

Jack pretends to be concentrating.Jack pretends to be concentrating.

JACKJACK
Now wait, that can't be it. INow wait, that can't be it. I
thought you Indians got too drunkthought you Indians got too drunk
to fuck. That why there ain't tooto fuck. That why there ain't too
many of you fellas around anymore?many of you fellas around anymore?

Jack's co-workers laugh. Leonard's temper flares.Jack's co-workers laugh. Leonard's temper flares.

LEONARDLEONARD
Get out of the fucking truck, Jack.Get out of the fucking truck, Jack.

Jack looks questioningly at him as he slides out of theJack looks questioningly at him as he slides out of the
passenger seat.passenger seat.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Does Sherrie have a tattoo of a-Does Sherrie have a tattoo of a-
like a sun and a moon bleedinglike a sun and a moon bleeding
together?together?

Jack nods, he looks smaller.Jack nods, he looks smaller.



12. 12. 

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

She's dead, Jack. We found her atShe's dead, Jack. We found her at
the McNamara farm.the McNamara farm.

Jack wrings his hands.Jack wrings his hands.

JACKJACK
Christ-Christ-

LEONARDLEONARD
When's the last time you saw her?When's the last time you saw her?

JACKJACK
Maybe a week.Maybe a week.

Leonard writes this information down.Leonard writes this information down.

JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

What happened?What happened?

LEONARDLEONARD
A week? You didn't think anythingA week? You didn't think anything
might be wrong?might be wrong?

JACKJACK
Fuck, Leonard. You know we weren'tFuck, Leonard. You know we weren't
exactly the king and queen of theexactly the king and queen of the
prom anymore.prom anymore.

(beat)(beat)
She did her thing, I did mine.She did her thing, I did mine.

LEONARDLEONARD
Know who she was staying with?Know who she was staying with?

Jack starts to get a little nervous.Jack starts to get a little nervous.

JACKJACK
Nope-Nope-

LEONARDLEONARD
What happened to your hand?What happened to your hand?

Jack looks at his hand, as if he'd forgotten anything hadJack looks at his hand, as if he'd forgotten anything had
happened to it. He looks at Leonard but just shrugs.happened to it. He looks at Leonard but just shrugs.

Leonard observes as Harvey, Josephine and the Antique DealerLeonard observes as Harvey, Josephine and the Antique Dealer
get into Harvey's car together.get into Harvey's car together.

SHERIFF DAVIS (60) and a DEPUTY (40) park their vehicle. TheSHERIFF DAVIS (60) and a DEPUTY (40) park their vehicle. The
Sheriff is a tall man with a mane of wild, white hair. He'sSheriff is a tall man with a mane of wild, white hair. He's
handsome for his age.handsome for his age.



13. 13. 

He stops, talking to Josephine briefly at the passengerHe stops, talking to Josephine briefly at the passenger
window before they cross the street to the diner.window before they cross the street to the diner.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(to the Sheriff)(to the Sheriff)

Tim, I'd like you to meet...Tim, I'd like you to meet...

Her voice trails off due to their distance from Leonard. TheHer voice trails off due to their distance from Leonard. The
Sheriff shakes hands with the man.Sheriff shakes hands with the man.

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Jack)(to Jack)

I'm going to need you to come byI'm going to need you to come by
the medical examiner's to... makethe medical examiner's to... make
the identification... and then tothe identification... and then to
make a formal statement.make a formal statement.

Jack looks at Leonard, then at the truck with his co-workers.Jack looks at Leonard, then at the truck with his co-workers.
He's immobile. He looks at Leonard again, his faceHe's immobile. He looks at Leonard again, his face
crestfallen.crestfallen.

Leonard nods at the guys waiting in his truck.Leonard nods at the guys waiting in his truck.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Can  one of them drive you home?Can  one of them drive you home?

EXT. KATIE'S HOUSE - AFTERNOONEXT. KATIE'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON

Leonard pulls up to the house, getting out of the truck withLeonard pulls up to the house, getting out of the truck with
a shovel. He struggles through the deep snow to the fronta shovel. He struggles through the deep snow to the front
steps and begins shoveling.steps and begins shoveling.

A FOR SALE sign leans in the front. Leonard starts scoopingA FOR SALE sign leans in the front. Leonard starts scooping
snow, piling it in front of the sign.snow, piling it in front of the sign.

KATIE SHEPHERD (35) opens the front door, watching LeonardKATIE SHEPHERD (35) opens the front door, watching Leonard
from the screened porch. She's very pretty, wearingfrom the screened porch. She's very pretty, wearing
fashionable glasses and holding a stack of papers in one handfashionable glasses and holding a stack of papers in one hand
and eating an apple with the other.and eating an apple with the other.

When Leonard finishes the steps and starts shoveling theWhen Leonard finishes the steps and starts shoveling the
sidewalk, Katie opens the screen door quietly, clearing hersidewalk, Katie opens the screen door quietly, clearing her
throat. Leonard looks up at her. She steps outside.throat. Leonard looks up at her. She steps outside.

Leonard resumes shoveling. Katie walks down the steps toLeonard resumes shoveling. Katie walks down the steps to
Leonard.Leonard.

KATIEKATIE
When you moved out, Len, thatWhen you moved out, Len, that
meant you don't have to shovel themeant you don't have to shovel the
walk anymore.walk anymore.



14. 14. 

Leonard stops.Leonard stops.

LEONARDLEONARD
Is that what it meant?Is that what it meant?

(beat)(beat)
When were you going to do it?When were you going to do it?

Katie sighs, taking another bite of apple.Katie sighs, taking another bite of apple.

KATIEKATIE
Actually, one of the neighbor kidsActually, one of the neighbor kids
is going to do it. Well, was goingis going to do it. Well, was going
to do it until I gave himto do it until I gave him
detention today.detention today.

Leonard continues.Leonard continues.

KATIEKATIE
(continuing)(continuing)

Christ, Leonard, will you justChrist, Leonard, will you just
stop?stop?

He doesn't.He doesn't.

LEONARDLEONARD
How's school?How's school?

KATIEKATIE
When are you going to sign theWhen are you going to sign the
papers?papers?

LEONARDLEONARD
How's the car running?How's the car running?

KATIEKATIE
I'm going to move out of ChippewaI'm going to move out of Chippewa
Heights as soon as the spring termHeights as soon as the spring term
is over.is over.

LEONARDLEONARD
How's your family?How's your family?

Katie sighs.Katie sighs.

KATIEKATIE
There are all of your mother'sThere are all of your mother's
boxes still piled in the porch.boxes still piled in the porch.

Katie grabs his wrist. Leonard covers her hand with one ofKatie grabs his wrist. Leonard covers her hand with one of
his.his.

LEONARDLEONARD
Where are you going to go, Katie?Where are you going to go, Katie?
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Katie falters for a moment.Katie falters for a moment.

KATIEKATIE
Minneapolis maybe. You know how IMinneapolis maybe. You know how I
feel about river towns.feel about river towns.

Leonard looks at her a long moment. Katie has to look away.Leonard looks at her a long moment. Katie has to look away.

LEONARDLEONARD
Correct me if I'm wrong butCorrect me if I'm wrong but
Minneapolis is also a river town.Minneapolis is also a river town.

Katie tosses the apple core into the snow bank. She sighsKatie tosses the apple core into the snow bank. She sighs
deeply, deliberately.deeply, deliberately.

KATIEKATIE
But there's enough space that IBut there's enough space that I
can isolate myself from toxiccan isolate myself from toxic
elements if I need to.elements if I need to.

This stings Leonard.This stings Leonard.

LEONARDLEONARD
Can I see the kids?Can I see the kids?

KATIEKATIE
Of course.Of course.

INT. KATIE'S HOUSE - CONTINUINGINT. KATIE'S HOUSE - CONTINUING

They enter the living room to the sounds of BARKING. Two hugeThey enter the living room to the sounds of BARKING. Two huge
BLACK LABS run in, tackling Leonard playfully.BLACK LABS run in, tackling Leonard playfully.

Leonard pets them, gets licked and slobbered on, loving everyLeonard pets them, gets licked and slobbered on, loving every
second of it. Katie watches them, smiling despite herself.second of it. Katie watches them, smiling despite herself.

KATIEKATIE
You know, you can take them for aYou know, you can take them for a
while, if you'd like.while, if you'd like.

Leonard doesn't respond. He checks their teeth and ears.Leonard doesn't respond. He checks their teeth and ears.

LEONARDLEONARD
Have they been to the vet?Have they been to the vet?

Katie sighs.Katie sighs.

KATIEKATIE
I heard about Sherrie.I heard about Sherrie.

LEONARDLEONARD
Already?Already?
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KATIEKATIE
It's all over town. Everyone'sIt's all over town. Everyone's
saying she was murdered.saying she was murdered.

(pause)(pause)
She's not exactly my favoriteShe's not exactly my favorite
person but she didn't deserve this.person but she didn't deserve this.

Leonard stands, dusting himself off.Leonard stands, dusting himself off.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm going to the medicalI'm going to the medical
examiner's this afternoon for aexaminer's this afternoon for a
preliminary report.preliminary report.

KATIEKATIE
Jack and Sherrie were having someJack and Sherrie were having some
rough times, do you think Jack-rough times, do you think Jack-

LEONARDLEONARD
I'll find out. Maybe.I'll find out. Maybe.

He stand for a moment, immobile.He stand for a moment, immobile.

KATIEKATIE
It's not going to be like lastIt's not going to be like last
time.time.

LEONARDLEONARD
Maybe not.Maybe not.

INT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - AFTERNOONINT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

Leonard walks into a small, cramped office where Dave sits.Leonard walks into a small, cramped office where Dave sits.

LEONARDLEONARD
Anything?Anything?

DAVEDAVE
Not yet.Not yet.

The medical examiner, SAM RHOADES (70), squat and gruff,The medical examiner, SAM RHOADES (70), squat and gruff,
walks into the office.walks into the office.

SAMSAM
Chief Shepherd-Chief Shepherd-

LEONARDLEONARD
Sam-Sam-

SAMSAM
I'm not going to be able to tellI'm not going to be able to tell
you much right now.you much right now.
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EXAMINATION ROOMEXAMINATION ROOM

Sherrie's body lies on a metal table. The coyote lies onSherrie's body lies on a metal table. The coyote lies on
another table.another table.

Dave stares at the body, which has been dissected, herDave stares at the body, which has been dissected, her
internal organs removed, resting in stainless steel bowls.internal organs removed, resting in stainless steel bowls.
Dave covers his mouth, gagging.Dave covers his mouth, gagging.

SAMSAM
(to Dave)(to Dave)

Have you ever been deer hunting?Have you ever been deer hunting?

Dave nods, turning his head away. Sam shakes his head aboutDave nods, turning his head away. Sam shakes his head about
Dave's reaction.Dave's reaction.

SAMSAM
(continuing)(continuing)

Have you ever gotten one?Have you ever gotten one?

Dave nods.Dave nods.

SAMSAM
(continuing)(continuing)

It's the same.It's the same.

Dave turns back to the table, wincing a bit.Dave turns back to the table, wincing a bit.

DAVEDAVE
(whispers)(whispers)

I don't think so-I don't think so-

SAMSAM
She died of blunt force trauma toShe died of blunt force trauma to
her head. There are three skullher head. There are three skull
fractures. Definitely not anfractures. Definitely not an
accident.accident.

(beat)(beat)
There isn't any residue on theThere isn't any residue on the
wound so I can't tell you whatwound so I can't tell you what
might have been used as a weapon.might have been used as a weapon.

Sam moves to the coyote, the contents of her stomach held inSam moves to the coyote, the contents of her stomach held in
a large steel bowl. Sam pokes at the entrails as Dave makesa large steel bowl. Sam pokes at the entrails as Dave makes
a face of disgust.a face of disgust.

SAMSAM
(continuing)(continuing)

However, over here we have brainHowever, over here we have brain
and skull fragments. I haven'tand skull fragments. I haven't
finished yet but- Sherrie bled, afinished yet but- Sherrie bled, a
lot, somewhere else.lot, somewhere else.
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Leonard paces tensely around the body.Leonard paces tensely around the body.

LEONARDLEONARD
Tell me something I can go on, Sam.Tell me something I can go on, Sam.

Sam shakes his head.Sam shakes his head.

SAMSAM
Well, there is something prettyWell, there is something pretty
strange. She's been washed.strange. She's been washed.

LEONARDLEONARD
What?What?

SAMSAM
The body has been washed.The body has been washed.

DAVEDAVE
Kinky-Kinky-

Leonard shoots Dave a stern look.Leonard shoots Dave a stern look.

LEONARDLEONARD
It was snowing.It was snowing.

SAMSAM
I know, I know, but there's soapI know, I know, but there's soap
residue in what's left of her hair.residue in what's left of her hair.

(beat)(beat)
And, the other thing I can tellAnd, the other thing I can tell
from the coyote's stomachfrom the coyote's stomach
contents, is that there was somecontents, is that there was some
kind of dust in Sherrie's brainkind of dust in Sherrie's brain
matter.matter.

LEONARDLEONARD
Sawdust?Sawdust?

SAMSAM
Maybe. I thought of that too,Maybe. I thought of that too,
seeing as where she was found.seeing as where she was found.
But, it's finer. I think it'sBut, it's finer. I think it's
plaster dust.plaster dust.

LEONARDLEONARD
Construction site.Construction site.

SAMSAM
Maybe. That'd be a place to start.Maybe. That'd be a place to start.
I've sent it to be examined to seeI've sent it to be examined to see
if we can pinpoint it.if we can pinpoint it.

(more)(more)
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SAM (cont'd)SAM (cont'd)
I'm estimating the time of deathI'm estimating the time of death
to be at least twenty-four hour,to be at least twenty-four hour,
maybe forty-eight.maybe forty-eight.

LEONARDLEONARD
Was she raped?Was she raped?

Dave scoffs, Leonard pinches his side.Dave scoffs, Leonard pinches his side.

SAMSAM
No fluids, but she was washed off.No fluids, but she was washed off.
Report comes back tomorrow or theReport comes back tomorrow or the
next day.next day.

Dave starts to leave. Leonard looks at Sam for a second.Dave starts to leave. Leonard looks at Sam for a second.

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Dave)(to Dave)

I'll catch up with you-I'll catch up with you-

Dave leaves.Dave leaves.

SAMSAM
Gonna be at the meeting tonight?Gonna be at the meeting tonight?

Leonard looks away from him.Leonard looks away from him.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm going to try.I'm going to try.

SAMSAM
Now's especially important.Now's especially important.

EXT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - CONTINUINGEXT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - CONTINUING

Leonard and Dave exit the building as Joe hurries up to them.Leonard and Dave exit the building as Joe hurries up to them.

LEONARDLEONARD
Late-Late-

JOEJOE
Sorry.Sorry.

Dave's still disgusted by the sights of the examination room.Dave's still disgusted by the sights of the examination room.

DAVEDAVE
Don't be.Don't be.

JOEJOE
What did you find?What did you find?
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LEONARDLEONARD
We're looking for a bathtub in aWe're looking for a bathtub in a
construction site. Dave'll fillconstruction site. Dave'll fill
you in. I'm headed to Harvey's.you in. I'm headed to Harvey's.

INT. HARVEY'S AUTOMOTIVE - DAYINT. HARVEY'S AUTOMOTIVE - DAY

Leonard sits in the lobby. The walls are covered with glossyLeonard sits in the lobby. The walls are covered with glossy
photos of new automobiles, including a framed still photophotos of new automobiles, including a framed still photo
from one of Harvey's television ads. Harvey stands with hisfrom one of Harvey's television ads. Harvey stands with his
arm wrapped tightly around Sherrie, both of them smiling.arm wrapped tightly around Sherrie, both of them smiling.

A RECEPTIONIST (20) comes into the lobby. She's an attractiveA RECEPTIONIST (20) comes into the lobby. She's an attractive
young woman, dressed a little provocatively for heryoung woman, dressed a little provocatively for her
employment situation.employment situation.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm here to see Harvey.I'm here to see Harvey.

The receptionist looks confused.The receptionist looks confused.

RECEPTIONISTRECEPTIONIST
He's gone for a business meetingHe's gone for a business meeting
in the Twin Cities. He'll be gonein the Twin Cities. He'll be gone
a couple of days.a couple of days.

Leonard tries to cover his irritation at being swerved byLeonard tries to cover his irritation at being swerved by
Harvey.Harvey.

LEONARDLEONARD
I see. I must of misunderstoodI see. I must of misunderstood
when I spoke to him this morning.when I spoke to him this morning.
He said he'd be in late thisHe said he'd be in late this
afternoon. I wanted to ask himafternoon. I wanted to ask him
about Sherrie Harris.about Sherrie Harris.

The receptionist prickles a little at hearing Sherrie's name.The receptionist prickles a little at hearing Sherrie's name.
She begins shuffling papers absently around the desk.She begins shuffling papers absently around the desk.

RECEPTIONISTRECEPTIONIST
Oh? What about her?Oh? What about her?

LEONARDLEONARD
She's dead.She's dead.

The receptionist looks up with a start.The receptionist looks up with a start.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Thought maybe you'd already heard-Thought maybe you'd already heard-

She shakes her head.She shakes her head.
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LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Any truth to the rumors aboutAny truth to the rumors about
Harvey and Sherrie?Harvey and Sherrie?

RECEPTIONISTRECEPTIONIST
They, ah-They, ah-

(still shocked)(still shocked)
They spent a lot of time together.They spent a lot of time together.

EXT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUINGEXT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUING

Jack Harris swings open the door to the police station asJack Harris swings open the door to the police station as
Leonard, Dave and Joe jump out of their vehicles.Leonard, Dave and Joe jump out of their vehicles.

Jack and Leonard exchange brief glances before Jack goesJack and Leonard exchange brief glances before Jack goes
inside.inside.

LEONARDLEONARD
Why don't you guys start byWhy don't you guys start by
canvassing Bud's Place, you knowcanvassing Bud's Place, you know
how everyone ends up there afterhow everyone ends up there after
work.work.

DAVEDAVE
(disappointed)(disappointed)

Aahh-Aahh-

Joe grabs Dave by the elbow.Joe grabs Dave by the elbow.

JOEJOE
Come on-Come on-

INT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUINGINT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUING

RUTH CARLSON (50) round and rosy-cheeked, sits outside anRUTH CARLSON (50) round and rosy-cheeked, sits outside an
office door that reads, CHIEF OF POLICE.office door that reads, CHIEF OF POLICE.

She carries a reporter's note pad, leaping up as soon as sheShe carries a reporter's note pad, leaping up as soon as she
sees Jack walking down the hallway.sees Jack walking down the hallway.

Leonard pauses when he sees her, taking a deep breath.Leonard pauses when he sees her, taking a deep breath.

RUTHRUTH
Jack-Jack-

Jack barrels past her, not stopping, entering Leonard'sJack barrels past her, not stopping, entering Leonard's
office.office.

LEONARDLEONARD
Ruth-Ruth-
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RUTHRUTH
Big story, Chief.Big story, Chief.

Ruth looks at her note pad.Ruth looks at her note pad.

RUTHRUTH
(continuing)(continuing)

I'm putting out a special edition.I'm putting out a special edition.

LEONARDLEONARD
It'll be awfully thin. I won'tIt'll be awfully thin. I won't
have the medical examiner's fullhave the medical examiner's full
report for a couple of days.report for a couple of days.

RUTHRUTH
My- source- told me the body wasMy- source- told me the body was
found at the McNamara farm buriedfound at the McNamara farm buried
in one of their wood piles. Isin one of their wood piles. Is
that correct?that correct?

Leonard sighs deeply.Leonard sighs deeply.

RUTHRUTH
(continuing)(continuing)

What other details can you give me?What other details can you give me?

LEONARDLEONARD
That's it, Ruth. I told youThat's it, Ruth. I told you
already-already-

RUTHRUTH
Jack Harris? Is he a suspect?Jack Harris? Is he a suspect?

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm not prepared to discuss theI'm not prepared to discuss the
details of the case at this time.details of the case at this time.

Leonard opens the door to his office. Ruth cranes her headLeonard opens the door to his office. Ruth cranes her head
around to peek at Jack.around to peek at Jack.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

You'd be better off waiting untilYou'd be better off waiting until
the report comes in.the report comes in.

RUTHRUTH
The town can't wait. It's such bigThe town can't wait. It's such big
news. It isn't often there's anews. It isn't often there's a
murder in this town.murder in this town.

Leonard looks down briefly as he lets the door to his officeLeonard looks down briefly as he lets the door to his office
fall shut.fall shut.
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RUTHRUTH
(continuing)(continuing)

Do you see any links, Chief?Do you see any links, Chief?
Seeing that other case wentSeeing that other case went
unsolved-unsolved-

Leonard visibly winces.Leonard visibly winces.

LEONARDLEONARD
I see no links.I see no links.

RUTHRUTH
How can you be certain?How can you be certain?

LEONARDLEONARD
I suppose I'm not, but JennyI suppose I'm not, but Jenny
Foster was a young girl andFoster was a young girl and
Sherrie Harris was a woman in herSherrie Harris was a woman in her
thirties. Jenny Foster was stabbedthirties. Jenny Foster was stabbed
to death, Sherrie Harris appearsto death, Sherrie Harris appears
to have been bludgeoned to death.to have been bludgeoned to death.

Ruth dutifully scribbles.Ruth dutifully scribbles.

RUTHRUTH
It doesn't seem like they areIt doesn't seem like they are
connected.connected.

LEONARDLEONARD
I've got to go-I've got to go-

Leonard starts through the door again.Leonard starts through the door again.

RUTHRUTH
Last I heard from you about theLast I heard from you about the
Jenny Foster case, you were goingJenny Foster case, you were going
to widen your search ofto widen your search of
dealerships with a sale around thedealerships with a sale around the
time of Jenny's murder, what havetime of Jenny's murder, what have
you found?you found?

He starts to gently shut the door in her face.He starts to gently shut the door in her face.

LEONARDLEONARD
Nothing concrete...yet.Nothing concrete...yet.

Ruth scribbles in her notebook, nods to him without lookingRuth scribbles in her notebook, nods to him without looking
up and leaves.up and leaves.

INT. LEONARD'S OFFICE - CONTINUINGINT. LEONARD'S OFFICE - CONTINUING

Jack sits reclined across from the desk, smoking a cigaretteJack sits reclined across from the desk, smoking a cigarette
and swigging from a flask.and swigging from a flask.
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JACKJACK
Nosy old bitch.Nosy old bitch.

LEONARDLEONARD
Just doing her job.Just doing her job.

Leonard flips open his notebook. Jack observes Leonard'sLeonard flips open his notebook. Jack observes Leonard's
office. It's crammed with boxes of personal things: clothes,office. It's crammed with boxes of personal things: clothes,
books, fishing gear.books, fishing gear.

JACKJACK
Our tax dollars covering rent now?Our tax dollars covering rent now?

Jack picks through one of the boxes and takes out an oldJack picks through one of the boxes and takes out an old
basketball jersey. He holds it up for inspection.basketball jersey. He holds it up for inspection.

JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

Good old Leonard Shepherd,Good old Leonard Shepherd,
starting forward.starting forward.

(beat)(beat)
You never would have been aYou never would have been a
starter for the team if youstarter for the team if you
weren't an Indian or is it Nativeweren't an Indian or is it Native
American? I can't keep up-American? I can't keep up-

Jack drinks deeply from the flask, wadding up the jersey andJack drinks deeply from the flask, wadding up the jersey and
tossing it back into the box.tossing it back into the box.

LEONARDLEONARD
(ignores the comment)(ignores the comment)

So, you said the last time you sawSo, you said the last time you saw
Sherrie was about a week ago?Sherrie was about a week ago?

Jack thinks about the question for a second, while heJack thinks about the question for a second, while he
continues to peer into the box. Leonard pushes the box awaycontinues to peer into the box. Leonard pushes the box away
from Jack with his foot.from Jack with his foot.

JACKJACK
Maybe it was more like four orMaybe it was more like four or
five days ago.five days ago.

Leonard considers him carefully.Leonard considers him carefully.

LEONARDLEONARD
Can you be more specific?Can you be more specific?

JACKJACK
I- I didn't kill her.I- I didn't kill her.

LEONARDLEONARD
Then I would try to be moreThen I would try to be more
specific.specific.
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JACKJACK
I don't remember.I don't remember.

(beat)(beat)
I've been hitting the bottleI've been hitting the bottle
pretty hard these days, but youpretty hard these days, but you
know all about hitting the bottle,know all about hitting the bottle,
don't you, Chief?don't you, Chief?

Jack's baiting isn't working.Jack's baiting isn't working.

LEONARDLEONARD
Sure do. Know where she wasSure do. Know where she was
staying?staying?

JACKJACK
Nope.Nope.

LEONARDLEONARD
No idea?No idea?

Jack extinguishes one cigarette as he lights another.Jack extinguishes one cigarette as he lights another.

JACKJACK
Nope.Nope.

Leonard and Jack exchange a stalemate look.Leonard and Jack exchange a stalemate look.

LEONARDLEONARD
Any idea who might want her dead?Any idea who might want her dead?

JACKJACK
Almost every wife within countyAlmost every wife within county
lines? Some crazy who came along?lines? Some crazy who came along?
Who knows?Who knows?

EXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHTEXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Leonard exits the police station. Across the street sits aLeonard exits the police station. Across the street sits a
bar called "Bud's Place." Dave's and Joe's squad cars arebar called "Bud's Place." Dave's and Joe's squad cars are
parked outside.parked outside.

Leonard shakes his head as he crosses the street.Leonard shakes his head as he crosses the street.

INT. BUD'S PLACE - CONTINUINGINT. BUD'S PLACE - CONTINUING

Dave and Joe sit in the corner of the crowded bar. It's loudDave and Joe sit in the corner of the crowded bar. It's loud
and smoky inside. Glasses clink. The juke box plays classicand smoky inside. Glasses clink. The juke box plays classic
rock.rock.

A cocktail WAITRESS meets Leonard on his way to Dave andA cocktail WAITRESS meets Leonard on his way to Dave and
Joe's table.Joe's table.
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WAITRESSWAITRESS
What can I get for ya, Chief?What can I get for ya, Chief?

LEONARDLEONARD
Coffee. Thanks.Coffee. Thanks.

Leonard sits down at the table. Already several large andLeonard sits down at the table. Already several large and
empty beer steins litter the table.empty beer steins litter the table.

Leonard lifts and sets down one of the empty beer steins.Leonard lifts and sets down one of the empty beer steins.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

What have you found out? Not tooWhat have you found out? Not too
much, I gather.much, I gather.

JOEJOE
She didn't show up for work threeShe didn't show up for work three
days ago but no one seemed todays ago but no one seemed to
think that was too unusual. She'sthink that was too unusual. She's
kind of Harvey's accessory saleskind of Harvey's accessory sales
associate. Then I bumped intoassociate. Then I bumped into
Larry, the owner of the cornerLarry, the owner of the corner
store, and he said she came instore, and he said she came in
three days ago to buy cigarettes.three days ago to buy cigarettes.
Said he remembers because she wasSaid he remembers because she was
wearing this white sweater withoutwearing this white sweater without
a bra-a bra-

Dave whistles.Dave whistles.

JOEJOE
(continuing)(continuing)

What did Jack have to say?What did Jack have to say?

LEONARDLEONARD
Not much.Not much.

The waitress brings a mug of coffee and more glasses of beerThe waitress brings a mug of coffee and more glasses of beer
to their table.to their table.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Thanks.Thanks.
(beat)(beat)

Dave, I asked you to call thoseDave, I asked you to call those
dealerships on the west coastdealerships on the west coast
looking for a car sale around thelooking for a car sale around the
time Jenny Foster was killed, whattime Jenny Foster was killed, what
have you come up with?have you come up with?
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DAVEDAVE
Ah-Ah-

(surprised)(surprised)
Well, not much. I mean, well,Well, not much. I mean, well,
since we don't have the platesince we don't have the plate
number-number-

LEONARDLEONARD
-but we do know it had Dealer-but we do know it had Dealer
plates and we do know it was aplates and we do know it was a
dark colored four-door sedan.dark colored four-door sedan.

DAVEDAVE
Right-Right-

LEONARDLEONARD
Expand the search, where else,Expand the search, where else,
besides a car dealership, wouldbesides a car dealership, would
have access to Dealer plates?have access to Dealer plates?

(beat)(beat)
How about auto salvages?How about auto salvages?

Joe and Dave look at him blankly.Joe and Dave look at him blankly.

DAVEDAVE
Chief...Chief...

Leonard dumps sugar and cream into his cup a littleLeonard dumps sugar and cream into his cup a little
frantically.frantically.

LEONARDLEONARD
Look into that right away tomorrow-Look into that right away tomorrow-

JOEJOE
Chief, we already looked at thatChief, we already looked at that
angle, last year, at the time ofangle, last year, at the time of
her death-her death-

Leonard just blinks at him.Leonard just blinks at him.

JOEJOE
(continuing)(continuing)

It's just one of those cases-It's just one of those cases-

Katie and a man, PRINCIPAL BROOKS (45), walk into the bar andKatie and a man, PRINCIPAL BROOKS (45), walk into the bar and
sit near the window. Joe elbows Leonard who doesn't respond,sit near the window. Joe elbows Leonard who doesn't respond,
he just observes them laugh while they order a drink.he just observes them laugh while they order a drink.

Sheriff Davis and his Deputy also enter the bar.Sheriff Davis and his Deputy also enter the bar.

Joe elbows Leonard again as the Sheriff and Deputy walk toJoe elbows Leonard again as the Sheriff and Deputy walk to
their table.their table.
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SHERIFFSHERIFF
Chief-Chief-

The Sheriff smiles slyly.The Sheriff smiles slyly.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

Working hard to find Sherrie'sWorking hard to find Sherrie's
killer, I see.killer, I see.

JOEJOE
We're-We're-

LEONARDLEONARD
-taking a break.-taking a break.

The Sheriff pushes the beer steins away from the edge of theThe Sheriff pushes the beer steins away from the edge of the
table, grips the edge and leans in.table, grips the edge and leans in.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
I remember when it was moreI remember when it was more
important to drink than it was toimportant to drink than it was to
do my job-do my job-

He glances at Leonard's half full coffee cup.He glances at Leonard's half full coffee cup.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

Right, Chief?Right, Chief?

Leonard doesn't respond.Leonard doesn't respond.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

Sherrie Harris was always good atSherrie Harris was always good at
getting herself into stickygetting herself into sticky
situations.situations.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm not into blaming the victim,I'm not into blaming the victim,
Sheriff Davis.Sheriff Davis.

The Sheriff just chuckles.The Sheriff just chuckles.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
The McNamara farm lies justThe McNamara farm lies just
outside city limits, that's ouroutside city limits, that's our
jurisdiction.jurisdiction.

The Sheriff pushes off the table with his hands, rocking backThe Sheriff pushes off the table with his hands, rocking back
on his heels. Leonard glares nastily at him.on his heels. Leonard glares nastily at him.
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LEONARDLEONARD
She wasn't murdered there. TheShe wasn't murdered there. The
body was dumped there.body was dumped there.

The Sheriff looks at his Deputy.The Sheriff looks at his Deputy.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
My boy here is married to one ofMy boy here is married to one of
the girls who works at Harvey'sthe girls who works at Harvey's
and she says a couple of days agoand she says a couple of days ago
Sherrie got a call from Jack andSherrie got a call from Jack and
she left work, saying she wasshe left work, saying she was
going to the lake.going to the lake.

(beat)(beat)
And what do you know? Nobody'sAnd what do you know? Nobody's
seen her since.seen her since.

(beat)(beat)
You have a nice break, boys.You have a nice break, boys.

They leave the bar. Leonard glares at Dave and Joe.They leave the bar. Leonard glares at Dave and Joe.

DAVEDAVE
Nobody at the dealership saidNobody at the dealership said
anything like that to us-anything like that to us-

JOEJOE
The lake?The lake?

LEONARDLEONARD
Jack has an ice fishing house.Jack has an ice fishing house.

Leonard drains his coffee cup as he stands.Leonard drains his coffee cup as he stands.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Let's have a look.Let's have a look.

Joe reaches for his car keys on the table but Leonard swipesJoe reaches for his car keys on the table but Leonard swipes
them away from him.them away from him.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

I'll drive.I'll drive.

EXT. LAKE - NIGHTEXT. LAKE - NIGHT

Leonard, Joe and Dave stand outside Jack's padlocked iceLeonard, Joe and Dave stand outside Jack's padlocked ice
fishing house. The wind howls as the freshly fallen snowfishing house. The wind howls as the freshly fallen snow
whips around their feet.whips around their feet.

LEONARDLEONARD
I think I got something to cutI think I got something to cut
that off with.that off with.
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Leonard walks back to the Bronco and pulls a tool box out ofLeonard walks back to the Bronco and pulls a tool box out of
the back. Leonard cuts off the lock with a loud SNAP.the back. Leonard cuts off the lock with a loud SNAP.

JOEJOE
I think we need a warrant now.I think we need a warrant now.

LEONARDLEONARD
It's officially Spring, hisIt's officially Spring, his
fishing license has expired, bothfishing license has expired, both
mean he should have torn down.mean he should have torn down.

The three officers file inside.The three officers file inside.

INT. ICE HOUSE - CONTINUINGINT. ICE HOUSE - CONTINUING

There's a small cot with a pillow and blanket on it. DaveThere's a small cot with a pillow and blanket on it. Dave
knocks over a lamp in the crowded interior.knocks over a lamp in the crowded interior.

LEONARDLEONARD
(angry and irritated)(angry and irritated)

Watch it, Dave! This is allWatch it, Dave! This is all
potential evidence.potential evidence.

DAVEDAVE
Shit, sorry!Shit, sorry!

The three men begin to carefully search tackle boxes andThe three men begin to carefully search tackle boxes and
equipment. Empty beer cans litter the small space.equipment. Empty beer cans litter the small space.

Dave opens a small metal locker, tossing out fishingDave opens a small metal locker, tossing out fishing
paraphernalia. He finds a plastic bag crammed in the bottom,paraphernalia. He finds a plastic bag crammed in the bottom,
pulls it out, peering inside with his flashlight.pulls it out, peering inside with his flashlight.

DAVEDAVE
(continuing)(continuing)

Chief-Chief-

Dave tugs on a white cashmere sweater that's soaked withDave tugs on a white cashmere sweater that's soaked with
dried blood.dried blood.

They all stare at it a moment. There is the sound of anThey all stare at it a moment. There is the sound of an
ENGINE humming in the distance.ENGINE humming in the distance.

Leonard considers the situation for a long moment.Leonard considers the situation for a long moment.

LEONARDLEONARD
I don't think he's that stupid.I don't think he's that stupid.
Rebag it- carefully-Rebag it- carefully-

Dave gingerly slides it back into the bag.Dave gingerly slides it back into the bag.
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JOEJOE
Oh, I don't know. Maybe notOh, I don't know. Maybe not
stupid, but careless.stupid, but careless.

Leonard reaches for the sweater just as a loud SMACK hits theLeonard reaches for the sweater just as a loud SMACK hits the
icehouse, the men reel from the impact.icehouse, the men reel from the impact.

EXT. ICE HOUSE - CONTINUINGEXT. ICE HOUSE - CONTINUING

They crawl out of the ice house to see Jack stumblingThey crawl out of the ice house to see Jack stumbling
drunkenly out of his pick-up. He's hit the ice housedrunkenly out of his pick-up. He's hit the ice house
accidently.accidently.

JACKJACK
(finally notices them)(finally notices them)

What the fuck are you doing here?What the fuck are you doing here?

Jack stumbles up to Leonard, getting in his face.Jack stumbles up to Leonard, getting in his face.

LEONARDLEONARD
Driving under the influence-Driving under the influence-

JACKJACK
I asked you what the fuck you'reI asked you what the fuck you're
doing, you fucking prairie nigger!doing, you fucking prairie nigger!

LEONARDLEONARD
What's this, Jack?What's this, Jack?

Leonard grabs the bagged sweater from Dave, holding it up.Leonard grabs the bagged sweater from Dave, holding it up.
Jack stares at it, recognizing it.Jack stares at it, recognizing it.

JACKJACK
I didn't-I didn't-

Leonard takes out his handcuffs. Jack lunges at Leonard, wildLeonard takes out his handcuffs. Jack lunges at Leonard, wild
with rage and panic, knocking him to the ground with a PUNCHwith rage and panic, knocking him to the ground with a PUNCH
to the jaw.to the jaw.

Leonard recovers quickly, tackling Jack. The two wrestle forLeonard recovers quickly, tackling Jack. The two wrestle for
a moment. Jack pins Leonard, grabbing for his gun.a moment. Jack pins Leonard, grabbing for his gun.

Joe fires a warning shot into the air. The sound startlesJoe fires a warning shot into the air. The sound startles
Jack for a moment, allowing Leonard to push free.Jack for a moment, allowing Leonard to push free.

Jack gets back into his truck, he steers straight for the iceJack gets back into his truck, he steers straight for the ice
house. Dave and Joe dive out of the way.house. Dave and Joe dive out of the way.

There's another SMACK that breaks the wooden hut intoThere's another SMACK that breaks the wooden hut into
splinters.splinters.

Leonard jumps into the Bronco, chasing after him.Leonard jumps into the Bronco, chasing after him.
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INT. TRUCK - CONTINUINGINT. TRUCK - CONTINUING

Leonard picks up the radio receiver.Leonard picks up the radio receiver.

LEONARDLEONARD
This is Chief Shepherd requestingThis is Chief Shepherd requesting
assistance at Chippewa Lake, Over-assistance at Chippewa Lake, Over-

The police radio crackles.The police radio crackles.

VOICE (O.S.)VOICE (O.S.)
Sheriff's Department reads you,Sheriff's Department reads you,
over-over-

EXT. LAKE - CONTINUINGEXT. LAKE - CONTINUING

Jack heads to the middle of the lake, signs read:Jack heads to the middle of the lake, signs read:

DRIVING PROHIBITEDDRIVING PROHIBITED

DANGERDANGER

THINTHIN

ICEICE

EXT. ICE HOUSE - CONTINUINGEXT. ICE HOUSE - CONTINUING

Dave and Joe watch.Dave and Joe watch.

JOEJOE
The ice!The ice!

They start to run after the two vehicles.They start to run after the two vehicles.

EXT. LAKE - CONTINUINGEXT. LAKE - CONTINUING

Leonard speeds up, cutting him off. Jack's truck SLAMS intoLeonard speeds up, cutting him off. Jack's truck SLAMS into
Leonard's stopped vehicle.Leonard's stopped vehicle.

Leonard slips down from the truck, stunned.Leonard slips down from the truck, stunned.

The ice starts to CRACK and POP beneath them.The ice starts to CRACK and POP beneath them.

Jack doesn't realize that the rear of his vehicle hasJack doesn't realize that the rear of his vehicle has
already sunk.already sunk.

Leonard lies on the ice, distributing his weight, as his ownLeonard lies on the ice, distributing his weight, as his own
vehicle begins to sink.vehicle begins to sink.

LEONARDLEONARD
Jack! Jack! Get out!Jack! Jack! Get out!
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Jack panics. He unrolls his window, the icy, ink-black waterJack panics. He unrolls his window, the icy, ink-black water
pours in on top of him.pours in on top of him.

JACKJACK
Help!Help!

He's sinking fast. Leonard takes off his boots and jacket,He's sinking fast. Leonard takes off his boots and jacket,
jumping in just as his own vehicle falls through the ice withjumping in just as his own vehicle falls through the ice with
a loud SNAP, breaking the surrounding ice into a huge opena loud SNAP, breaking the surrounding ice into a huge open
pool.pool.

Leonard swims to Jack's truck, Jack grabs Leonard around theLeonard swims to Jack's truck, Jack grabs Leonard around the
neck.neck.

LEONARDLEONARD
Kick loose!Kick loose!

Jack tries but his weight, panic and intoxication make everyJack tries but his weight, panic and intoxication make every
movement slow and sloppy, bringing them under. Both menmovement slow and sloppy, bringing them under. Both men
submerge for a long moment...submerge for a long moment...

Dave and Joe are almost to them. They drop to their bellies,Dave and Joe are almost to them. They drop to their bellies,
inching their way to the ice's edge.inching their way to the ice's edge.

Leonard resurfaces with Jack under one arm. Both men puffLeonard resurfaces with Jack under one arm. Both men puff
giant clouds of cold, condensed air.giant clouds of cold, condensed air.

COUGHINGCOUGHING

Their lips and cheeks have already turned a sickening blue.Their lips and cheeks have already turned a sickening blue.

JOEJOE
Chief-Chief-

Joe throws out an arm, pulling him out of the water.Joe throws out an arm, pulling him out of the water.

Dave grabs for Jack and the two officers manage to pull themDave grabs for Jack and the two officers manage to pull them
onto the ice, shuttering for warmth, sputtering for air.onto the ice, shuttering for warmth, sputtering for air.

INT. POLICE STATION - LATERINT. POLICE STATION - LATER

A DOCTOR (50s) examines Jack who lies on a cot in a cell.A DOCTOR (50s) examines Jack who lies on a cot in a cell.

LEONARD'S OFFICELEONARD'S OFFICE

Leonard's wrapped in a blanket, sitting at his desk,Leonard's wrapped in a blanket, sitting at his desk,
shivering. Dave brings him a cup of coffee.shivering. Dave brings him a cup of coffee.

Sheriff Davis stands in the office with his Deputy.Sheriff Davis stands in the office with his Deputy.

The doctor comes into Leonard's office. Leonard doesn't payThe doctor comes into Leonard's office. Leonard doesn't pay
any attention. He watches Jack who's asleep.any attention. He watches Jack who's asleep.
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DOCTORDOCTOR
Let's have a look at ya, Chief.Let's have a look at ya, Chief.

Leonard waves him away.Leonard waves him away.

LEONARDLEONARD
(impatient)(impatient)

I'm fine. How is he?I'm fine. How is he?

DOCTORDOCTOR
He'll be okay. The dunk in theHe'll be okay. The dunk in the
lake will make his hangover extralake will make his hangover extra
fun tomorrow but no signs offun tomorrow but no signs of
hypothermia. But, I'd feel betterhypothermia. But, I'd feel better
if the two of you spent the nightif the two of you spent the night
in the hospital.in the hospital.

Leonard sips from his cup, still shivering. The doctor feelsLeonard sips from his cup, still shivering. The doctor feels
Leonard's forehead.Leonard's forehead.

LEONARDLEONARD
We're staying put.We're staying put.

DOCTORDOCTOR
It's your liability.It's your liability.

LEONARDLEONARD
Thanks for reminding me.Thanks for reminding me.

The doctor leaves.The doctor leaves.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Fine work tonight, Chief.Fine work tonight, Chief.

LEONARDLEONARD
We'll see if the search holds upWe'll see if the search holds up
in court.in court.

The Sheriff tips his hat back on his head and rolls onto hisThe Sheriff tips his hat back on his head and rolls onto his
heels.heels.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
I wouldn't worry too much aboutI wouldn't worry too much about
it. I know Judge Capron. I'm sureit. I know Judge Capron. I'm sure
when you explain the situation,when you explain the situation,
he'll understand.he'll understand.

Leonard just looks back at him warily. The Sheriff glancesLeonard just looks back at him warily. The Sheriff glances
through the ajar door, spying Jack passed out in the cell.through the ajar door, spying Jack passed out in the cell.
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SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

Jack Harris is nothing but aJack Harris is nothing but a
pathetic drunk.pathetic drunk.

(beat)(beat)
Glad we could help you boys outGlad we could help you boys out
tonight.tonight.

The Sheriff tips his hat. Joe comes in with a coffee refill.The Sheriff tips his hat. Joe comes in with a coffee refill.

The Sheriff nods his way out the door.The Sheriff nods his way out the door.

JOEJOE
That prick forgets he used to beThat prick forgets he used to be
a pathetic drunk.a pathetic drunk.

DAVEDAVE
(to Leonard)(to Leonard)

Why don't you let Joe drive youWhy don't you let Joe drive you
home and I'll stay-home and I'll stay-

Joe nudges Dave, quietly indicating the couch with a foldedJoe nudges Dave, quietly indicating the couch with a folded
blanket and pillow on it, as Leonard grabs the evidence bagblanket and pillow on it, as Leonard grabs the evidence bag
with the cashmere sweater and tosses it to Joe.with the cashmere sweater and tosses it to Joe.

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Joe)(to Joe)

I want you to take this to Sam,I want you to take this to Sam,
he'll be waiting.he'll be waiting.

DAVEDAVE
What do you want me to do, Chief?What do you want me to do, Chief?

Leonard thinks for a long moment.Leonard thinks for a long moment.

LEONARDLEONARD
I want you to go back to Bud's andI want you to go back to Bud's and
talk to everyone. Let's see if wetalk to everyone. Let's see if we
can draw a picture of her entirecan draw a picture of her entire
last day based on who might havelast day based on who might have
run into her.... when and where-run into her.... when and where-

INT. POLICE STATION - MORNINGINT. POLICE STATION - MORNING

Leonard suddenly awake, startled as the outside door to theLeonard suddenly awake, startled as the outside door to the
building slams.building slams.

Leonard pulls on his jacket, going into the outer office,Leonard pulls on his jacket, going into the outer office,
finding Joe there.finding Joe there.

JOEJOE
Morning, Chief.Morning, Chief.
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Leonard nods as he starts the coffee pot.Leonard nods as he starts the coffee pot.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm gonna step out for a smoke.I'm gonna step out for a smoke.

EXT. POLICE STATION - DAWNEXT. POLICE STATION - DAWN

Leonard stands just outside smoking, lost in thought.Leonard stands just outside smoking, lost in thought.
Everything still and quiet except for the sounds of a fewEverything still and quiet except for the sounds of a few
birds.birds.

Sally Foster unlocks the front door to the diner across theSally Foster unlocks the front door to the diner across the
street. She hurries over when she sees Leonard.street. She hurries over when she sees Leonard.

SALLYSALLY
Chief Shepherd!Chief Shepherd!

Leonard looks up at the sound of his name.Leonard looks up at the sound of his name.

LEONARDLEONARD
How are you, Sally?How are you, Sally?

He drags a little nervously on his cigarette as she crossesHe drags a little nervously on his cigarette as she crosses
the street.the street.

INSIDEINSIDE

Joe watches from the window as Leonard and Sally talk.Joe watches from the window as Leonard and Sally talk.

STREETSTREET

Sally looks pale and stricken, as if she might have beenSally looks pale and stricken, as if she might have been
crying.crying.

SALLYSALLY
I'm doing okay. Thanks for asking.I'm doing okay. Thanks for asking.

Sally wrings her hands.Sally wrings her hands.

SALLYSALLY
(continuing)(continuing)

I know you're investigatingI know you're investigating
Sherrie's death and...Sherrie's death and...

Tears spill over onto her cheeks.Tears spill over onto her cheeks.

SALLYSALLY
(continuing)(continuing)

...It's bringing back everything,...It's bringing back everything,
wondering what happened to mywondering what happened to my
little girl, why-little girl, why-

Leonard nods, he is visibly uncomfortable, looking ashamed.Leonard nods, he is visibly uncomfortable, looking ashamed.
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SALLYSALLY
(continuing)(continuing)

You find out what happened toYou find out what happened to
Sherrie. Find out what happened-Sherrie. Find out what happened-

Her face contorts with emotion.Her face contorts with emotion.

SALLYSALLY
(continuing)(continuing)

Sherrie worked at the diner for aSherrie worked at the diner for a
while in high school. She had awhile in high school. She had a
hard life- her mother was alreadyhard life- her mother was already
dead and her father was a drunk-dead and her father was a drunk-

(beat)(beat)
No one is too tarnished forNo one is too tarnished for
justice.justice.

Leonard takes her statement to heart, as if she has stabbedLeonard takes her statement to heart, as if she has stabbed
him with a sword of duty.him with a sword of duty.

Sally wipes her tears, pulling herself together as sheSally wipes her tears, pulling herself together as she
crosses the street again.crosses the street again.

INT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUINGINT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUING

Joe hands Leonard a cup of coffee.Joe hands Leonard a cup of coffee.

LEONARDLEONARD
(slumping into the(slumping into the
chair at his desk)chair at his desk)

Thanks.Thanks.

JOEJOE
You know-You know-

Joe sits at his desk as Leonard drains his coffee cup quickly.Joe sits at his desk as Leonard drains his coffee cup quickly.

JOEJOE
(continuing)(continuing)

It's going to be something simple.It's going to be something simple.

Leonard looks up at him questioningly.Leonard looks up at him questioningly.

LEONARDLEONARD
What?What?

JOEJOE
It's going to be something simpleIt's going to be something simple
that leads us to the killer.that leads us to the killer.

Leonard refills his coffee, his back to Joe.Leonard refills his coffee, his back to Joe.
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LEONARDLEONARD
Which killer would that be?Which killer would that be?

Leonard raises his eyebrows.Leonard raises his eyebrows.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Which?Which?

JOEJOE
Half of homicides are neverHalf of homicides are never
solved. Despite best efforts.solved. Despite best efforts.

Dave darts in the office.Dave darts in the office.

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Dave)(to Dave)

What did you find out last night?What did you find out last night?

JOEJOE
I'll check on Jack.I'll check on Jack.

Dave flips through his notebook, clearing his throat.Dave flips through his notebook, clearing his throat.

DAVEDAVE
Pete Anderson was at Bud's onePete Anderson was at Bud's one
night last week and saw Sherrienight last week and saw Sherrie
there drinking by herself. Jackthere drinking by herself. Jack
was there too for a while but hewas there too for a while but he
left. Then he played a game ofleft. Then he played a game of
pool in the back room, stepped outpool in the back room, stepped out
for some fresh air and heard twofor some fresh air and heard two
people arguing-people arguing-

Dave stops, clearing his throat again.Dave stops, clearing his throat again.

LEONARDLEONARD
Was it Sherrie?Was it Sherrie?

Dave nods.Dave nods.

DAVEDAVE
Yep. He heard a crashing sound. HeYep. He heard a crashing sound. He
went out the back door to check itwent out the back door to check it
out and said he found Sherrie onout and said he found Sherrie on
the ground, lying in the remainsthe ground, lying in the remains
of a tipped over trash can. Saysof a tipped over trash can. Says
she was pretty pissed about itshe was pretty pissed about it
because she was wearing thisbecause she was wearing this
expensive, white sweater. She wasexpensive, white sweater. She was
pretty lit too.pretty lit too.

Leonard takes Dave's notebook, scanning it quickly.Leonard takes Dave's notebook, scanning it quickly.
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LEONARDLEONARD
Didn't see the other person-Didn't see the other person-

DAVEDAVE
Nah, gone already.Nah, gone already.

LEONARDLEONARD
He must have heard whether it wasHe must have heard whether it was
a man or woman she was arguinga man or woman she was arguing
with-with-

Leonard looks at Dave for the answer.Leonard looks at Dave for the answer.

DAVEDAVE
Ah, he didn't say. And ah, IAh, he didn't say. And ah, I
forgot to clarify.forgot to clarify.

Leonard hands the notebook back to him, irritated.Leonard hands the notebook back to him, irritated.

LEONARDLEONARD
Did he see Jack and SherrieDid he see Jack and Sherrie
interact at all?interact at all?

Dave shakes his head. Joe enters the office.Dave shakes his head. Joe enters the office.

JOEJOE
Jack's awake and says he wants aJack's awake and says he wants a
lawyer-lawyer-

DAVEDAVE
He can't afford one-He can't afford one-

Leonard snaps Dave's notebook shut.Leonard snaps Dave's notebook shut.

LEONARDLEONARD
Call the public defender. I'mCall the public defender. I'm
gonna talk to him first, though.gonna talk to him first, though.

(beat)(beat)
I need you to get a formalI need you to get a formal
statement from Pete.statement from Pete.

Dave shuffles his feet.Dave shuffles his feet.

DAVEDAVE
Oh... really? He said he didn'tOh... really? He said he didn't
see the other person.see the other person.

LEONARDLEONARD
Yeah, I know, but he's an eyeYeah, I know, but he's an eye
witness. He can identify thewitness. He can identify the
clothing she was wearing. Come on,clothing she was wearing. Come on,
you know the drill.you know the drill.
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INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - CONTINUINGINT. INTERROGATION ROOM - CONTINUING

Leonard enters the room with two cups of coffee. LeonardLeonard enters the room with two cups of coffee. Leonard
shuts the door hard, Jack winces from his hangover.shuts the door hard, Jack winces from his hangover.

Leonard remains standing, sipping his coffee as Jack looksLeonard remains standing, sipping his coffee as Jack looks
longingly at the coffee cup.longingly at the coffee cup.

Leonard walks across the room where there's a newspaper lyingLeonard walks across the room where there's a newspaper lying
on the edge of the table, he pages absently through it. Jackon the edge of the table, he pages absently through it. Jack
stares at Leonard as he moves around the room.stares at Leonard as he moves around the room.

LEONARDLEONARD
Nice swim we had last night.Nice swim we had last night.

JACKJACK
I don't remember-I don't remember-

LEONARDLEONARD
You tried to mow down threeYou tried to mow down three
officers with your brand new truckofficers with your brand new truck
while intoxicated. Now, not onlywhile intoxicated. Now, not only
are you looking at a murderare you looking at a murder
charge, we'll add three counts ofcharge, we'll add three counts of
attempted vehicular homicide-attempted vehicular homicide-

JACKJACK
You had it coming.You had it coming.

LEONARDLEONARD
Good, your memory's coming back-Good, your memory's coming back-

JACKJACK
I remember enough to know I didn'tI remember enough to know I didn't
kill her.kill her.

LEONARDLEONARD
Considering what we found in yourConsidering what we found in your
ice house, hardly think a juryice house, hardly think a jury
will believe that.will believe that.

Jack's voice is without its usual force.Jack's voice is without its usual force.

JACKJACK
What the fuck, Leonard, are youWhat the fuck, Leonard, are you
gonna give me that cup of coffee?gonna give me that cup of coffee?

LEONARDLEONARD
I brought it for your attorney, II brought it for your attorney, I
thought he was already here.thought he was already here.

JACKJACK
Well, he ain't.Well, he ain't.
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Leonard sips his coffee.Leonard sips his coffee.

LEONARDLEONARD
It'll keep.It'll keep.

JACKJACK
I can't afford a lawyer.I can't afford a lawyer.

LEONARDLEONARD
No? Thought maybe you had comeNo? Thought maybe you had come
into some cash since you'reinto some cash since you're
driving around in a brand new pick-driving around in a brand new pick-
up.up.

JACKJACK
That was a gift.That was a gift.

LEONARDLEONARD
From who?From who?

JACKJACK
Sh-Sherrie.Sh-Sherrie.

Leonard takes a long pull off his coffee cup.Leonard takes a long pull off his coffee cup.

LEONARDLEONARD
Now that's interesting.Now that's interesting.

Leonard paces around the back of the table.Leonard paces around the back of the table.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Why would Sherrie, given that yourWhy would Sherrie, given that your
marriage was falling apart, wantmarriage was falling apart, want
to give you a forty thousandto give you a forty thousand
dollar gift?dollar gift?

JACKJACK
She- she wanted a divorce-She- she wanted a divorce-

Leonard sets the coffee cup in front of Jack. Jack snatchesLeonard sets the coffee cup in front of Jack. Jack snatches
it up, swigging from it.it up, swigging from it.

LEONARDLEONARD
Where did she get the money?Where did she get the money?

JACKJACK
Dunno- didn't ask-Dunno- didn't ask-

LEONARDLEONARD
I don't believe you.I don't believe you.
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JACKJACK
I don't care.I don't care.

LEONARDLEONARD
Why did Sherrie want a divorce?Why did Sherrie want a divorce?

JACKJACK
What did your wife say to you,What did your wife say to you,
Chief?Chief?

Jack drinks his coffee as Leonard sits across from him,Jack drinks his coffee as Leonard sits across from him,
leaning in.leaning in.

LEONARDLEONARD
If my wife came home and said sheIf my wife came home and said she
wanted a divorce and gave me awanted a divorce and gave me a
truck to buy me off, I mighttruck to buy me off, I might
wonder what else I could get if Iwonder what else I could get if I
held out and waited- Didn't wantheld out and waited- Didn't want
to tell you about her jackpot,to tell you about her jackpot,
Jack?Jack?

Jack's visibly pissed off. Leonard leans back in his chair.Jack's visibly pissed off. Leonard leans back in his chair.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Or maybe it wasn't the money.Or maybe it wasn't the money.
Maybe it was who she was gettingMaybe it was who she was getting
it from. Some mysterious guy thatit from. Some mysterious guy that
could make a beautiful prom queencould make a beautiful prom queen
wife divorce her high schoolwife divorce her high school
quarterback husband. What's thequarterback husband. What's the
matter, Jack? Did you get pissedmatter, Jack? Did you get pissed
off because you weren't man enoughoff because you weren't man enough
for her anymore?for her anymore?

Jack bolts up from the table, swiping the coffee cup to theJack bolts up from the table, swiping the coffee cup to the
floor, smashing it to bits.floor, smashing it to bits.

Leonard gets up from the table.Leonard gets up from the table.

JACKJACK
She was a fucking conniving slutShe was a fucking conniving slut
but I didn't kill her.but I didn't kill her.

LEONARDLEONARD
You're gonna have to do betterYou're gonna have to do better
than that.than that.

JACKJACK
Fuck you.Fuck you.

Leonard moves to leave the room.Leonard moves to leave the room.
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JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

I want another cup of coffee.I want another cup of coffee.

Leonard surveys the smashed cup.Leonard surveys the smashed cup.

LEONARDLEONARD
Short on cups around here.Short on cups around here.

EXT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUINGEXT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUING

Leonard exits the building, finding Ruth Carlson standingLeonard exits the building, finding Ruth Carlson standing
outside. Leonard nods an acknowledgement in her direction asoutside. Leonard nods an acknowledgement in her direction as
he walks past her to Joe.he walks past her to Joe.

LEONARDLEONARD
(whispers to Joe)(whispers to Joe)

Start looking into her financials.Start looking into her financials.

RUTHRUTH
Quite a scene out on the lake lastQuite a scene out on the lake last
night, Chief.night, Chief.

Leonard stops walking.Leonard stops walking.

RUTHRUTH
(continuing)(continuing)

I saw Dave with an evidence bag.I saw Dave with an evidence bag.

LEONARDLEONARD
No comment.No comment.

Ruth flips through her notebook.Ruth flips through her notebook.

Leonard just looks back at her.Leonard just looks back at her.

RUTHRUTH
How did the murder happen? Why wasHow did the murder happen? Why was
she killed? Where was she killed?she killed? Where was she killed?
Who is on your list of suspects?Who is on your list of suspects?

Leonard shakes his head in response to her onslaught ofLeonard shakes his head in response to her onslaught of
questions.questions.

RUTHRUTH
(continuing)(continuing)

How about we exchange someHow about we exchange some
information? I've been toldinformation? I've been told
someone was seen going in and outsomeone was seen going in and out
of the ice fishing house but itof the ice fishing house but it
wasn't Jack.wasn't Jack.
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LEONARDLEONARD
Who is your source?Who is your source?

RUTHRUTH
You know better than to ask.You know better than to ask.

LEONARDLEONARD
Tell your source they areTell your source they are
withholding information from thiswithholding information from this
investigation. If they knowinvestigation. If they know
something, they should comesomething, they should come
forward.forward.

Ruth frowns.Ruth frowns.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Obstructing justice-Obstructing justice-
(beat)(beat)

Who is your source?Who is your source?

She doesn't react.She doesn't react.

RUTHRUTH
Does Jack have an alibi?Does Jack have an alibi?

He doesn't react.He doesn't react.

RUTHRUTH
(continuing)(continuing)

Maybe you should ask whateverMaybe you should ask whatever
bottle was his companion for thebottle was his companion for the
night-night-

Leonard scoffs, incompletely, unconvincingly.Leonard scoffs, incompletely, unconvincingly.

RUTHRUTH
(continuing)(continuing)

How quickly we forget, huh, Chief?How quickly we forget, huh, Chief?

Leonard doesn't respond as Ruth winks at Leonard, scribblingLeonard doesn't respond as Ruth winks at Leonard, scribbling
in her notebook.in her notebook.

RUTHRUTH
(continuing)(continuing)

Jack doesn't have an alibi-Jack doesn't have an alibi-

Ruth starts to walk away.Ruth starts to walk away.

LEONARDLEONARD
I didn't say that-I didn't say that-

Ruth opens her car door but turns back to him.Ruth opens her car door but turns back to him.
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RUTHRUTH
You know, this is starting to feelYou know, this is starting to feel
familiar, my coming to you forfamiliar, my coming to you for
details regarding a murder casedetails regarding a murder case
and having to walk away empty-and having to walk away empty-
handed...handed...

INT. DINER - DAYINT. DINER - DAY

Leonard stands at the counter, waiting for his food order.Leonard stands at the counter, waiting for his food order.

SALLYSALLY
Coffee?Coffee?

LEONARDLEONARD
Please, thanks.Please, thanks.

Sally takes out a mug, pouring coffee, quickly and expertly.Sally takes out a mug, pouring coffee, quickly and expertly.
Leonard glances into the back of the diner, seeing KatieLeonard glances into the back of the diner, seeing Katie
sitting with Principal Paul Brooks.sitting with Principal Paul Brooks.

He watches as the two of them get up from the table, they'reHe watches as the two of them get up from the table, they're
finished with their meal. They make their way toward the door.finished with their meal. They make their way toward the door.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Katie.Katie.

Katie turns to Leonard. There is awkwardness. Katie looks atKatie turns to Leonard. There is awkwardness. Katie looks at
her companion.her companion.

KATIEKATIE
Paul, you remember Leonard?Paul, you remember Leonard?

Paul extends his hand, after a long and deliberate pause,Paul extends his hand, after a long and deliberate pause,
Leonard shakes it.Leonard shakes it.

PAULPAUL
Of course, how is theOf course, how is the
investigation going, Chiefinvestigation going, Chief
Shepherd? Are you close to findingShepherd? Are you close to finding
Sherie's killer?Sherie's killer?

Leonard does not appreciate his inquiry.Leonard does not appreciate his inquiry.

LEONARDLEONARD
School on a Saturday?School on a Saturday?

PAULPAUL
Ah-Ah-
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KATIEKATIE
(overlapping;(overlapping;
irritated)irritated)

-We're going over the curriculum-We're going over the curriculum
for final exams.for final exams.

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Katie)(to Katie)

Do you have a minute?Do you have a minute?

Katie looks at Paul, then back at Leonard. Paul squeezes herKatie looks at Paul, then back at Leonard. Paul squeezes her
elbow.elbow.

PAULPAUL
I'll see you later, Katie.I'll see you later, Katie.

Katie watches him leave.Katie watches him leave.

LEONARDLEONARD
Later?Later?

Katie turns to Leonard, now angry.Katie turns to Leonard, now angry.

KATIEKATIE
What do you want, Len?What do you want, Len?

LEONARDLEONARD
Maybe sometime you'll have lunchMaybe sometime you'll have lunch
with me.with me.

Katie sighs, moving to leave too.Katie sighs, moving to leave too.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Katie-Katie-

Leonard takes her by the elbow as Sam enters the diner. AtLeonard takes her by the elbow as Sam enters the diner. At
first Sam doesn't see Katie standing there.first Sam doesn't see Katie standing there.

SAMSAM
Leonard, there you are. I've gotLeonard, there you are. I've got
the report back-the report back-

Leonard's grip slides off Katie's elbow.Leonard's grip slides off Katie's elbow.

KATIEKATIE
Why don't you just stick toWhy don't you just stick to
obsessively shoveling my sidewalk.obsessively shoveling my sidewalk.

She leaves.She leaves.
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SAMSAM
I'm sorry. I wasn't trying toI'm sorry. I wasn't trying to
interrupt.interrupt.

Leonard waves away the apology.Leonard waves away the apology.

LEONARDLEONARD
I was just beating my head againstI was just beating my head against
the wall.the wall.

INT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUINGINT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUING

Sam and Leonard walk into the office to find Dave and JoeSam and Leonard walk into the office to find Dave and Joe
both on telephones. Dave hangs up excitedly.both on telephones. Dave hangs up excitedly.

DAVEDAVE
Chief!Chief!

Leonard observes the Sheriff sitting in the small waitingLeonard observes the Sheriff sitting in the small waiting
room outside of his office. The Sheriff waves at him, givingroom outside of his office. The Sheriff waves at him, giving
him an insipid, smug grin. Joe hangs up his phone as well.him an insipid, smug grin. Joe hangs up his phone as well.

JOEJOE
Chief!Chief!

LEONARDLEONARD
Gimme ten minutes, guys. Will youGimme ten minutes, guys. Will you
have a seat, Sam?have a seat, Sam?

Sam nods, sitting across from Dave.Sam nods, sitting across from Dave.

Leonard waves the Sheriff into his office.Leonard waves the Sheriff into his office.

LEONARD'S OFFICELEONARD'S OFFICE

The Sheriff sits across from Leonard's desk, removes his hat,The Sheriff sits across from Leonard's desk, removes his hat,
letting out a Big Man Sigh.letting out a Big Man Sigh.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
How's the investigation shaping up?How's the investigation shaping up?

LEONARDLEONARD
We've got an eye witness lead andWe've got an eye witness lead and
an evidence lead.an evidence lead.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Good, Good. Glad to hear it.Good, Good. Glad to hear it.

The Sheriff glances around Leonard's office with a lookThe Sheriff glances around Leonard's office with a look
that's half-nosy, half-amused.that's half-nosy, half-amused.
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SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

Running out of storage space?Running out of storage space?

LEONARDLEONARD
Something like that.Something like that.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
In all my years working as aIn all my years working as a
municipal officer, I'd have tomunicipal officer, I'd have to
say, if it looked like the husbandsay, if it looked like the husband
did it, we found out we were right.did it, we found out we were right.

LEONARDLEONARD
Did that have anything to do withDid that have anything to do with
the evidence?the evidence?

The Sheriff laughs off the implication of anything untowardly.The Sheriff laughs off the implication of anything untowardly.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Sometimes.Sometimes.

(pause)(pause)
And then sometimes intuition wasAnd then sometimes intuition was
our guide.our guide.

The Sheriff flicks an imaginary speck off his uniform shirt.The Sheriff flicks an imaginary speck off his uniform shirt.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

Intuition tells me you're a goodIntuition tells me you're a good
chief of police when is comes tochief of police when is comes to
certain duties.certain duties.

Leonard doesn't give the Sheriff any reaction.Leonard doesn't give the Sheriff any reaction.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

However, the county seat can notHowever, the county seat can not
gain a reputation for being unablegain a reputation for being unable
to solve its homicides in a timelyto solve its homicides in a timely
and efficient manner-and efficient manner-

As if to punctuate the point, Leonard and the Sheriff hear aAs if to punctuate the point, Leonard and the Sheriff hear a
CRASHING sound in the main office and then a shout.CRASHING sound in the main office and then a shout.

JOE (O.S.)JOE (O.S.)
God damn it, Dave! Watch it!God damn it, Dave! Watch it!

The Sheriff stands, putting on his hat.The Sheriff stands, putting on his hat.
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SHERIFFSHERIFF
You'll let our office know ifYou'll let our office know if
there's anything we can do to helpthere's anything we can do to help
expedite the investigation.expedite the investigation.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'll ask for the help.I'll ask for the help.

The Sheriff smiles at the threat of a boundary.The Sheriff smiles at the threat of a boundary.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
These are touchy jurisdictionalThese are touchy jurisdictional
issues best left up to say, theissues best left up to say, the
Mayor.Mayor.

MAIN OFFICEMAIN OFFICE

Leonard re-enters the room as the front door shuts behindLeonard re-enters the room as the front door shuts behind
the Sheriff.the Sheriff.

LEONARDLEONARD
Okay, Sam, what have you got forOkay, Sam, what have you got for
us?us?

SAMSAM
The dust came back as a match forThe dust came back as a match for
standard dry wall particles.standard dry wall particles.

Dave slaps the desk excitedly.Dave slaps the desk excitedly.

DAVEDAVE
Hot damn! I just got off the phoneHot damn! I just got off the phone
with the city and they have fivewith the city and they have five
permits out, two for newpermits out, two for new
construction and three forconstruction and three for
renovations. One of them has beenrenovations. One of them has been
issued to Jack and Sherrie Harris.issued to Jack and Sherrie Harris.

LEONARDLEONARD
(reminding Dave)(reminding Dave)

There are four other permits toThere are four other permits to
check out.check out.

(beat)(beat)
We shouldn't have any troubleWe shouldn't have any trouble
getting a search warrant for Jackgetting a search warrant for Jack
and Sherrie's house to look forand Sherrie's house to look for
evidence that she was killedevidence that she was killed
there.there.

Sam stands to leave.Sam stands to leave.
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SAMSAM
You'll get my full report by theYou'll get my full report by the
morning.morning.

Leonard nods at him.Leonard nods at him.

JOEJOE
And I traced the sale on Jack'sAnd I traced the sale on Jack's
truck. It came from Harvey'struck. It came from Harvey's
dealership but it's in Sherrie'sdealership but it's in Sherrie's
name, paid for in cash.name, paid for in cash.

LEONARDLEONARD
Does that still sound like a gift?Does that still sound like a gift?

Joe shrugs.Joe shrugs.

JOEJOE
Could be.Could be.

Leonard considers this.Leonard considers this.

JOEJOE
(continuing)(continuing)

Pay off?Pay off?

LEONARDLEONARD
So far his version of the storySo far his version of the story
checks. I'll put in the paperworkchecks. I'll put in the paperwork
to subpoena any separate financialto subpoena any separate financial
records of Jack's to see if he'srecords of Jack's to see if he's
hiding something.hiding something.

Leonard grabs his jacket.Leonard grabs his jacket.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Dave, check into the other permitsDave, check into the other permits
and when you're done with that,and when you're done with that,
start calling auto salvages in thestart calling auto salvages in the
tri-state area.tri-state area.

Dave and Joe exchange glances, Joe shrugs.Dave and Joe exchange glances, Joe shrugs.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Joe, let's take a drive out toJoe, let's take a drive out to
Harv's.Harv's.

JOEJOE
He's out of town-He's out of town-
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LEONARDLEONARD
I want to see what Josephine hasI want to see what Josephine has
to say. Sherrie worked for Harvey.to say. Sherrie worked for Harvey.

DAVEDAVE
I've heard they were a lot moreI've heard they were a lot more
involved than that.involved than that.

EXT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - AFTERNOONEXT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - AFTERNOON

Leonard and Joe park in front of a restored Victorian house,Leonard and Joe park in front of a restored Victorian house,
snow immaculately shoveled, a small labyrinth is surroundedsnow immaculately shoveled, a small labyrinth is surrounded
by a circular drive.by a circular drive.

JOEJOE
Can you imagine trimming thoseCan you imagine trimming those
hedges?hedges?

LEONARDLEONARD
Yes, I can.Yes, I can.

Leonard rings the bell.Leonard rings the bell.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

I trimmed them every summer fromI trimmed them every summer from
age eleven to seventeen.age eleven to seventeen.

JOEJOE
Old timber fortunes must pay wellOld timber fortunes must pay well
for yard work.for yard work.

Leonard laughs.Leonard laughs.

LEONARDLEONARD
It didn't pay a dime.It didn't pay a dime.

JOEJOE
Why the hell not?Why the hell not?

LEONARDLEONARD
My mother was their live-in cookMy mother was their live-in cook
and housekeeper.and housekeeper.

Joe looks around the outside of the house.Joe looks around the outside of the house.

JOEJOE
You lived here?You lived here?

Leonard nods as the door is opened by HELEN (60s).Leonard nods as the door is opened by HELEN (60s).

LEONARDLEONARD
We're here to speak to Mrs. Boyle.We're here to speak to Mrs. Boyle.
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Helen nods, making the way for them to enter, then climbs theHelen nods, making the way for them to enter, then climbs the
stairs.stairs.

INT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - CONTINUINGINT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - CONTINUING

Leonard looks around the foyer draped in sheets of clearLeonard looks around the foyer draped in sheets of clear
plastic to protect the furniture from plaster dust.plastic to protect the furniture from plaster dust.

Leonard observes an empty PEDESTAL where a something wouldLeonard observes an empty PEDESTAL where a something would
normally be displayed.normally be displayed.

Josephine and Helen start down the stairs.Josephine and Helen start down the stairs.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
Helen, would you make coffee?Helen, would you make coffee?

Helen nods and walks past them, giving the officers a neutralHelen nods and walks past them, giving the officers a neutral
look.look.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(continuing)(continuing)

Gentlemen.Gentlemen.

Josephine shakes their hands. She's dressed elegantly in aJosephine shakes their hands. She's dressed elegantly in a
designer pants suit.designer pants suit.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(continuing)(continuing)

Please excuse the mess. Harvey andPlease excuse the mess. Harvey and
I are restoring the tiling in theI are restoring the tiling in the
foyer.foyer.

Leonard touches the pedestal, rubbing his fingertips together.Leonard touches the pedestal, rubbing his fingertips together.

LEONARDLEONARD
It's certainly different.It's certainly different.

Josephine squeezes Leonard's shoulder.Josephine squeezes Leonard's shoulder.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
You know this house as well as IYou know this house as well as I
do, especially as a child.do, especially as a child.

Josephine leads them into a side study room.Josephine leads them into a side study room.

Leonard glances at the photographs of Josephine and herLeonard glances at the photographs of Josephine and her
parents.parents.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(continuing; to Joe)(continuing; to Joe)

Leonard's mother was an excellentLeonard's mother was an excellent
cook.cook.

(more)(more)
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JOSEPHINE (cont'd)JOSEPHINE (cont'd)
And our labyrinth has never lookedAnd our labyrinth has never looked
the same since he and his motherthe same since he and his mother
left us.left us.

Josephine smiles to herself then looks directly at Leonard asJosephine smiles to herself then looks directly at Leonard as
she sits. Leonard and Joe follow suit.she sits. Leonard and Joe follow suit.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(continuing)(continuing)

It is entirely too hard to findIt is entirely too hard to find
competent, reliable help thesecompetent, reliable help these
days.days.

JOEJOE
Well, most people want to work forWell, most people want to work for
themselves.themselves.

Helen has entered the room silently to pour coffee, a ghostHelen has entered the room silently to pour coffee, a ghost
of servitude.of servitude.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(smiling smugly)(smiling smugly)

Not the Shepherds. One generationNot the Shepherds. One generation
served the family who founded theserved the family who founded the
town and the next generationtown and the next generation
serves and protects it-serves and protects it-

LEONARDLEONARD
There were probably a few peopleThere were probably a few people
around before the Carleton familyaround before the Carleton family
came along.came along.

Josephine sips her coffee, ignoring his comment.Josephine sips her coffee, ignoring his comment.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
Now, what is it I can do for you?Now, what is it I can do for you?
Perhaps I can get Harvey to donatePerhaps I can get Harvey to donate
a vehicle to the department? Ia vehicle to the department? I
hear you lost one in this terriblehear you lost one in this terrible
business with the Harrisbusiness with the Harris
people...We can't let a killer gopeople...We can't let a killer go
unpunished.unpunished.

(raising her voice)(raising her voice)
Can we, Leonard?Can we, Leonard?

She smiles a little with her dig at Leonard.She smiles a little with her dig at Leonard.
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LEONARDLEONARD
We came to speak with Harvey sinceWe came to speak with Harvey since
Sherrie worked at his dealership,Sherrie worked at his dealership,
we thought he might have somewe thought he might have some
insight. But since he's not here,insight. But since he's not here,
we decided to talk to you instead.we decided to talk to you instead.

Josephine feigns surprise and ignorance.Josephine feigns surprise and ignorance.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
I suppose he might. You shouldI suppose he might. You should
definitely speak to him when hedefinitely speak to him when he
returns the day after tomorrow.returns the day after tomorrow.
He's away at a sales meeting. YouHe's away at a sales meeting. You
know Harv- he isn't satisfied withknow Harv- he isn't satisfied with
what he has-what he has-

(pause)(pause)
-he intends to expand his-he intends to expand his
enterprise in the Twin Citiesenterprise in the Twin Cities
area, another dealership, perhapsarea, another dealership, perhaps
a whole chain. But, I certainlya whole chain. But, I certainly
don't have any insight into thisdon't have any insight into this
situation-situation-

LEONARDLEONARD
Yesterday, at the diner, HarveyYesterday, at the diner, Harvey
said he'd be at his office when hesaid he'd be at his office when he
knew he wouldn't be-knew he wouldn't be-

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
Did he? I don't remember.Did he? I don't remember.

(pause)(pause)
I was thinking about the Sheriff'sI was thinking about the Sheriff's
fund-raiser we're hosting. He andfund-raiser we're hosting. He and
my father were childhood friends.my father were childhood friends.

JOEJOE
Can you tell us where your husbandCan you tell us where your husband
was two nights ago?was two nights ago?

Josephine's eyes narrow on Joe. Josephine turns away fromJosephine's eyes narrow on Joe. Josephine turns away from
him, speaking directly to Leonard.him, speaking directly to Leonard.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
I'm afraid Harvey's and my leisureI'm afraid Harvey's and my leisure
activities differ... greatly.activities differ... greatly.

LEONARDLEONARD
Is that "yes" or "no?"Is that "yes" or "no?"

Josephine stands, smoothing down the fabric of her slacks.Josephine stands, smoothing down the fabric of her slacks.
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JOEJOE
A lot of people are saying thatA lot of people are saying that
Harvey and Sherrie were-Harvey and Sherrie were-

Josephine turns to Joe, anger flares in her eyes.Josephine turns to Joe, anger flares in her eyes.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
Were what? Sleeping together?Were what? Sleeping together?

They are both a little surprised that she came out with it.They are both a little surprised that she came out with it.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(continuing)(continuing)

He probably was, he often hasHe probably was, he often has
someone on the side, as they say.someone on the side, as they say.
As I said, our leisure activitiesAs I said, our leisure activities
differ greatly.differ greatly.

She starts towards the foyer.She starts towards the foyer.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(continuing)(continuing)

Wait a minute!Wait a minute!
(turns to Leonard)(turns to Leonard)

As part of the purge of this oldAs part of the purge of this old
house, I've been cleaning all thehouse, I've been cleaning all the
storage spaces.storage spaces.

Josephine opens a closet door in the foyer, taking out aJosephine opens a closet door in the foyer, taking out a
small box.small box.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(continuing)(continuing)

I found this vase and some otherI found this vase and some other
odds and ends in the servants'odds and ends in the servants'
living space.living space.

She holds the vase up for Leonard to see.She holds the vase up for Leonard to see.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(continuing)(continuing)

Your mother always kept freshlyYour mother always kept freshly
cut flowers in it, even in thecut flowers in it, even in the
wintertime.wintertime.

LEONARDLEONARD
I remember it.I remember it.

EXT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - CONTINUINGEXT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - CONTINUING

Leonard and Joe get into their vehicle. Joe shakes his headLeonard and Joe get into their vehicle. Joe shakes his head
hard.hard.
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JOEJOE
I can't see those two together.I can't see those two together.

LEONARDLEONARD
(shrugs)(shrugs)

Opposites attract.Opposites attract.

JOEJOE
Shit. Must be like turpentine andShit. Must be like turpentine and
paint.paint.

Leonard lights a cigarette as they drive.Leonard lights a cigarette as they drive.

LEONARDLEONARD
Which is which?Which is which?

Joe shrugs as they both chuckle.Joe shrugs as they both chuckle.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

They aren't on the list of cityThey aren't on the list of city
permits Dave came up with.permits Dave came up with.

JOEJOE
Maybe they just started or maybeMaybe they just started or maybe
whatever they're doing doesn'twhatever they're doing doesn't
require a permit.require a permit.

LEONARDLEONARD
Maybe we should look into it butMaybe we should look into it but
let's run down the Jack Harrislet's run down the Jack Harris
angle first.angle first.

INT. POLICE STATION - NOONINT. POLICE STATION - NOON

Jack sits in his cell, smoking a cigarette.  Leonard comesJack sits in his cell, smoking a cigarette.  Leonard comes
in, shuffling some papers around on Dave's desk.in, shuffling some papers around on Dave's desk.

LEONARD'S OFFICELEONARD'S OFFICE

Leonard sets the vase on his desk.Leonard sets the vase on his desk.

JACK (O.S.)JACK (O.S.)
(shouts)(shouts)

When are they sending me to county?When are they sending me to county?

Leonard goes into the room with Jack's cell in it.Leonard goes into the room with Jack's cell in it.

LEONARDLEONARD
Doesn't your attorney keep youDoesn't your attorney keep you
informed?informed?
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JACKJACK
He just learned to wipe his ass.He just learned to wipe his ass.

Leonard looks at the clock on the wall.Leonard looks at the clock on the wall.

LEONARDLEONARD
Sometime this afternoon.Sometime this afternoon.

Jack looks scared. Dave enters with a piece of paper andJack looks scared. Dave enters with a piece of paper and
hands it to Leonard, looking at Jack as he does it.hands it to Leonard, looking at Jack as he does it.

Leonard reads for a moment.Leonard reads for a moment.

Jack stubs out his cigarette, standing.Jack stubs out his cigarette, standing.

JACKJACK
What?What?

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Dave)(to Dave)

Make sure the public defender getsMake sure the public defender gets
a copy of this when they transporta copy of this when they transport
him.him.

JACKJACK
What? What is it?What? What is it?

Leonard considers Jack for a long moment.Leonard considers Jack for a long moment.

LEONARDLEONARD
Shit, I've got a few phone callsShit, I've got a few phone calls
to make.to make.

Jack swears under his breath.Jack swears under his breath.

LEONARD'S OFFICELEONARD'S OFFICE

Dave comes with a stack of files, he sets them on Leonard'sDave comes with a stack of files, he sets them on Leonard's
desk. Joe follows him inside the office.desk. Joe follows him inside the office.

DAVEDAVE
Here are the files from Jenny theHere are the files from Jenny the
Foster's investigation.Foster's investigation.

LEONARDLEONARD
I want to see the list of autoI want to see the list of auto
salvages.salvages.

DAVEDAVE
Every employee drives a car withEvery employee drives a car with
Dealer plates but they don't keepDealer plates but they don't keep
records of who went where or when.records of who went where or when.
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He hands the list to Leonard who looks at it.He hands the list to Leonard who looks at it.

DAVEDAVE
(continuing)(continuing)

It shows their deliveries and pick-It shows their deliveries and pick-
ups for the past couple of years.ups for the past couple of years.

He hands this thick stack of papers to Leonard as well.He hands this thick stack of papers to Leonard as well.

Leonard leafs through the second document.Leonard leafs through the second document.

Joe has his own paperwork to give Leonard.Joe has his own paperwork to give Leonard.

JOEJOE
Report from the search of Jack andReport from the search of Jack and
Sherrie's house. Blood was foundSherrie's house. Blood was found
in the basement by the stacks ofin the basement by the stacks of
drywall. We gave a sample to Sam.drywall. We gave a sample to Sam.

Leonard sets that report aside, glances at Joe, and looks atLeonard sets that report aside, glances at Joe, and looks at
the first report again.the first report again.

LEONARDLEONARD
One of these names looks sort ofOne of these names looks sort of
familiar.familiar.

Dave coughs a little nervously.Dave coughs a little nervously.

INT. POLICE STATION - A LITTLE LATERINT. POLICE STATION - A LITTLE LATER

Leonard comes out of his office.Leonard comes out of his office.

JACKJACK
What's that paper about?What's that paper about?

LEONARDLEONARD
We're not allowed to discuss theWe're not allowed to discuss the
case without your attorney present.case without your attorney present.

JACKJACK
What the fuck does it matter?What the fuck does it matter?
They're going to pin it on meThey're going to pin it on me
anyway.anyway.

LEONARDLEONARD
Who's "they?"Who's "they?"

JACKJACK
Everyone thinks I did it.Everyone thinks I did it.

Jack leans forward, smacking his head against the bars of theJack leans forward, smacking his head against the bars of the
cell in anger and frustration.cell in anger and frustration.
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JACKJACK
(continuing; scared,(continuing; scared,
backed against thebacked against the
wall)wall)

Fuck!Fuck!

He rubs his head as Leonard pulls up a chair.He rubs his head as Leonard pulls up a chair.

LEONARDLEONARD
Let's have it.Let's have it.

Jack shakes his head.Jack shakes his head.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

What do you have to lose?What do you have to lose?

JACKJACK
Either way I'm fucked.Either way I'm fucked.

LEONARDLEONARD
Pick a way, then.Pick a way, then.

Jack lights a cigarette.Jack lights a cigarette.

JACKJACK
Alright. Fuck it. Two years agoAlright. Fuck it. Two years ago
Sherrie's dad died and thenSherrie's dad died and then
Sherrie starts spending a ton ofSherrie starts spending a ton of
money. Shit, I don't know, Imoney. Shit, I don't know, I
thought her dad had some lifethought her dad had some life
insurance or something.insurance or something.

Jack drags hard on his cigarette.Jack drags hard on his cigarette.

JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

Then about six months months ago,Then about six months months ago,
no more money. Bill collectors areno more money. Bill collectors are
calling and I ask her about it.calling and I ask her about it.
These bill collector cocksuckersThese bill collector cocksuckers
are telling me this is my debtare telling me this is my debt
too, since I'm married to her. Bytoo, since I'm married to her. By
this time, she and I are-this time, she and I are-

Jack waves his hand through the air.Jack waves his hand through the air.

JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

So, she starts working at theSo, she starts working at the
dealership, she keeps telling medealership, she keeps telling me
things are going to turn around.things are going to turn around.

(more)(more)
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JACK (cont'd)JACK (cont'd)
We're at each other's throatsWe're at each other's throats
constantly about money. Then- thenconstantly about money. Then- then
she starts it up with Harvey.she starts it up with Harvey.

LEONARDLEONARD
Is that where she was getting theIs that where she was getting the
money? Harvey?money? Harvey?

Jack shrugs, he doesn't know.Jack shrugs, he doesn't know.

JACKJACK
At first, I didn't care. It's notAt first, I didn't care. It's not
like it was the first time, forlike it was the first time, for
either of us. But, she tells meeither of us. But, she tells me
that her and Harvey are in love,that her and Harvey are in love,
and that they're going to beand that they're going to be
together and that she wants atogether and that she wants a
divorce.divorce.

LEONARDLEONARD
She was going to leave you holdingShe was going to leave you holding
the bag.the bag.

JACKJACK
Fucking-a right, she was. So IFucking-a right, she was. So I
told her she had to get me sometold her she had to get me some
insurance. And she gave me theinsurance. And she gave me the
truck and I said that wasn'ttruck and I said that wasn't
enough and she said she wasenough and she said she was
working on it. Then she turns upworking on it. Then she turns up
fucking dead.fucking dead.

LEONARDLEONARD
What about the building permit?What about the building permit?

JACKJACK
It's Sherrie's house. She wasIt's Sherrie's house. She was
fixing it up to sell it out fromfixing it up to sell it out from
under me.under me.

LEONARDLEONARD
You were both at Bud's the day sheYou were both at Bud's the day she
died.died.

Jack just looks at him blankly.Jack just looks at him blankly.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

You were there, Pete Anderson sawYou were there, Pete Anderson saw
you.you.
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JACKJACK
I don't doubt it.I don't doubt it.

LEONARDLEONARD
Did you talk to Sherrie? He saidDid you talk to Sherrie? He said
you were both there for a while.you were both there for a while.

JACKJACK
Probably. Honestly, I don'tProbably. Honestly, I don't
remember.remember.

LEONARDLEONARD
Her bloody sweater was found inHer bloody sweater was found in
your ice house, you were seen withyour ice house, you were seen with
her at Bud's hours before herher at Bud's hours before her
death, your home is underdeath, your home is under
construction, plaster dust wasconstruction, plaster dust was
found in her head wounds, andfound in her head wounds, and
blood was found in the plasterblood was found in the plaster
dust at your house.dust at your house.

Jack looks at his hand, then stares at Leonard.Jack looks at his hand, then stares at Leonard.

JACKJACK
You can't be thinking...I cutYou can't be thinking...I cut
myself when I was cutting trimmyself when I was cutting trim
board in the basement. Thatboard in the basement. That
doesn't mean I killed her-doesn't mean I killed her-

LEONARDLEONARD
Doesn't look good.Doesn't look good.

JACKJACK
No shit.No shit.

Leonard stands, still holding the paper Dave gave him.Leonard stands, still holding the paper Dave gave him.

JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

What is that?What is that?

Leonard shrugs.Leonard shrugs.

LEONARDLEONARD
Sherrie had a safety deposit box.Sherrie had a safety deposit box.
We have to wait until a treasuryWe have to wait until a treasury
official gets here to open it.official gets here to open it.

JACKJACK
That's it? Shit-That's it? Shit-
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INT. BANK - CONTINUINGINT. BANK - CONTINUING

Leonard, Joe and a TREASURY OFFICIAL stand in the safetyLeonard, Joe and a TREASURY OFFICIAL stand in the safety
deposit box area. Sheriff Davis and the Deputy walk into thedeposit box area. Sheriff Davis and the Deputy walk into the
bank.bank.

Leonard sighs with resignation.Leonard sighs with resignation.

LEONARDLEONARD
How did you even know about this?How did you even know about this?

The Treasury Official clears his throat, sensing he'sThe Treasury Official clears his throat, sensing he's
stepping on political toes.stepping on political toes.

TREASURY OFFICIALTREASURY OFFICIAL
Initially I called the Sheriff'sInitially I called the Sheriff's
Department when I was notifiedDepartment when I was notified
about the deceased.about the deceased.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Mayor requested I be here.Mayor requested I be here.

There's a stack of hundred dollar bills.There's a stack of hundred dollar bills.

TREASURY OFFICIALTREASURY OFFICIAL
There are some creditors who willThere are some creditors who will
be interested in that.be interested in that.

The Treasury Official pulls out the rest of the items in theThe Treasury Official pulls out the rest of the items in the
box. There is a mishmash of things, a tattered manilabox. There is a mishmash of things, a tattered manila
envelope and a book, he pages through it, it's handwritten.envelope and a book, he pages through it, it's handwritten.
He opens the envelope. It's Sherrie's birth certificate.He opens the envelope. It's Sherrie's birth certificate.

TREASURY OFFICIALTREASURY OFFICIAL
(continuing; glancing(continuing; glancing
through the envelope)through the envelope)

Birth certificate, passport,Birth certificate, passport,
expired travel visa to Mexico.expired travel visa to Mexico.

(beat)(beat)
Non-monetary items-Non-monetary items-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(impatient)(impatient)

And Non-evidentiary.And Non-evidentiary.

Leonard and Sheriff Davis exchange glances. Leonard nods hisLeonard and Sheriff Davis exchange glances. Leonard nods his
agreement to the Treasury Official who sets the items aside.agreement to the Treasury Official who sets the items aside.

The Sheriff glances at his watch.The Sheriff glances at his watch.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

I'm late for a my campaign meeting.I'm late for a my campaign meeting.
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They both leave.They both leave.

The Treasury Official continues, picks up the book.The Treasury Official continues, picks up the book.

TREASURY OFFICIALTREASURY OFFICIAL
(reads)(reads)

Diary of Beverly Sanders.Diary of Beverly Sanders.

Leonard and Joe exchange glances.Leonard and Joe exchange glances.

LEONARDLEONARD
Why would Sherrie feel compelledWhy would Sherrie feel compelled
to put her mother's diary in ato put her mother's diary in a
safety deposit box?safety deposit box?

EXT. BANK - CONTINUINGEXT. BANK - CONTINUING

Leonard and Joe exit together.Leonard and Joe exit together.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm not going straight back, I'llI'm not going straight back, I'll
meet you in a bit.meet you in a bit.

EXT. TRAILER HOUSE - DAYEXT. TRAILER HOUSE - DAY

Leonard parks outside the trailer house. Bags of cans,Leonard parks outside the trailer house. Bags of cans,
bottles and other trash litter the small front yard.bottles and other trash litter the small front yard.

Leonard knocks on the flimsy metal door. The door opens.Leonard knocks on the flimsy metal door. The door opens.
Jacob Wilson (40s) stands before him in tattered clothes.Jacob Wilson (40s) stands before him in tattered clothes.

LEONARDLEONARD
Jacob, can I come in for a minute?Jacob, can I come in for a minute?

Jacob shrugs.Jacob shrugs.

INT. TRAILER HOUSE - CONTINUINGINT. TRAILER HOUSE - CONTINUING

Inside the house, more of the same: stacks of newspapers,Inside the house, more of the same: stacks of newspapers,
magazines and paper bags filled with junk.magazines and paper bags filled with junk.

JACOBJACOB
Sit-Sit-

They both do.They both do.

LEONARDLEONARD
When's the last time you saw yourWhen's the last time you saw your
brother?brother?

JACOBJACOB
This again?This again?
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Leonard looks at him questioningly.Leonard looks at him questioningly.

JACOBJACOB
(continuing)(continuing)

You really don't remember?You really don't remember?

Leonard slowly shakes his head.Leonard slowly shakes his head.

JACOBJACOB
(continuing)(continuing)

You came here when that FosterYou came here when that Foster
girl was murdered, demanding thatgirl was murdered, demanding that
I find my brother and turn him in.I find my brother and turn him in.

Leonard continues to shake his head.Leonard continues to shake his head.

JACOBJACOB
(continuing)(continuing)

I told you that piece of shit owesI told you that piece of shit owes
me five hundred bucks. If I sawme five hundred bucks. If I saw
him, I'd beat him senseless, justhim, I'd beat him senseless, just
like our old man used to-like our old man used to-

LEONARDLEONARD
I- I-I- I-

JACOBJACOB
You were here, totally shit-faced,You were here, totally shit-faced,
convinced Jimmy killed her.convinced Jimmy killed her.

LEONARDLEONARD
What do you think?What do you think?

Jacob shrugs.Jacob shrugs.

JACOBJACOB
Nothing about Jimmy would surpriseNothing about Jimmy would surprise
me.me.

(beat)(beat)
I don't know where he is, I don'tI don't know where he is, I don't
want to know where he is. If hewant to know where he is. If he
shows up here, I'll let you know.shows up here, I'll let you know.

(beat)(beat)
But he just won't show up here.But he just won't show up here.

INT. CORNER STORE - AFTERNOONINT. CORNER STORE - AFTERNOON

Leonard, lost in thought, buys a pack of cigarettes as PETELeonard, lost in thought, buys a pack of cigarettes as PETE
ANDERSON (50) tall and thin, the eye witness, walks in.ANDERSON (50) tall and thin, the eye witness, walks in.

PETEPETE
Chief.Chief.
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LEONARDLEONARD
Hey, Pete. Glad I ran into you.Hey, Pete. Glad I ran into you.
Saves Dave the trouble.Saves Dave the trouble.

Pete gives him a confused look.Pete gives him a confused look.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

We're going to need you to make aWe're going to need you to make a
formal statement.formal statement.

PETEPETE
Huh?Huh?

LEONARDLEONARD
About you seeing Sherrie Harris atAbout you seeing Sherrie Harris at
Bud's the night she was killed.Bud's the night she was killed.

Pete scratches his balding head.Pete scratches his balding head.

PETEPETE
Chief, I've been on the road withChief, I've been on the road with
my rig the past few weeks. Justmy rig the past few weeks. Just
got in this morning.got in this morning.

LEONARDLEONARD
Dave didn't talk to you?Dave didn't talk to you?

PETEPETE
Like I said-Like I said-

INT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUINGINT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUING

Leonard walks purposefully into the station and finds DaveLeonard walks purposefully into the station and finds Dave
sitting talking on the telephone as Joe works at a computer.sitting talking on the telephone as Joe works at a computer.
Leonard stands over Dave.Leonard stands over Dave.

DAVEDAVE
(into the phone)(into the phone)

Thanks for your help.Thanks for your help.
(hangs up)(hangs up)

Chief-Chief-

LEONARDLEONARD
It was you-It was you-

Dave's intimidated by Leonard's tone.Dave's intimidated by Leonard's tone.

DAVEDAVE
What?What?

LEONARDLEONARD
You were at Bud's that night-You were at Bud's that night-
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DAVEDAVE
No, I-No, I-

Leonard grabs him by the collar.Leonard grabs him by the collar.

LEONARDLEONARD
I ran into Pete.I ran into Pete.

Dave just sputters.Dave just sputters.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

This isn't some fucking bar brawlThis isn't some fucking bar brawl
where we're trying to figure outwhere we're trying to figure out
who threw the first punch! This iswho threw the first punch! This is
a murder. A murder that's going toa murder. A murder that's going to
get solved, so help me, God. Whoget solved, so help me, God. Who
was Sherrie with that night?was Sherrie with that night?

DAVEDAVE
I didn't see-I didn't see-

Leonard digs his fingers into Dave's throat. Joe stepsLeonard digs his fingers into Dave's throat. Joe steps
forward in alarm as Dave chokes.forward in alarm as Dave chokes.

JOEJOE
Chief-Chief-

LEONARDLEONARD
Who was it? Who?Who was it? Who?

DAVEDAVE
Your- your... it was Katie.Your- your... it was Katie.

Leonard releases Dave.Leonard releases Dave.

DAVEDAVE
(continuing)(continuing)

She- she was arguing with Sherrie.She- she was arguing with Sherrie.

INT. POLICE STATION - A LITTLE LATERINT. POLICE STATION - A LITTLE LATER

Katie enters the police station, angry, flustered.Katie enters the police station, angry, flustered.

JOEJOE
Katie, thanks for coming in.Katie, thanks for coming in.

Dave scatters to the corner of the main office.Dave scatters to the corner of the main office.

LEONARDLEONARD
Follow me.Follow me.

They go into the interrogation room and sit.They go into the interrogation room and sit.
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Joe and Dave dash to the viewing area, peering through theJoe and Dave dash to the viewing area, peering through the
small, one-way mirror.small, one-way mirror.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Dave says he saw you arguing withDave says he saw you arguing with
Sherrie the night she disappeared.Sherrie the night she disappeared.

Katie nods.Katie nods.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

What about?What about?

Katie eyes narrow.Katie eyes narrow.

KATIEKATIE
(angry)(angry)

Take a guess.Take a guess.

LEONARDLEONARD
I can but I need you to say it.I can but I need you to say it.

Katie doesn't respond.Katie doesn't respond.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Katie-Katie-
(pause)(pause)

Okay, then where did you go?Okay, then where did you go?

Joe comes into the interrogation room.Joe comes into the interrogation room.

JOEJOE
Chief-Chief-

Leonard shoos him away.Leonard shoos him away.

JOEJOE
(continuing)(continuing)

Chief-Chief-

The Mayor steps around Joe into the interrogation room, heThe Mayor steps around Joe into the interrogation room, he
tips his hat to Katie as a greeting.tips his hat to Katie as a greeting.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm coming.I'm coming.

Leonard closes the door on Katie. The Mayor, Sheriff DavisLeonard closes the door on Katie. The Mayor, Sheriff Davis
and the Deputy all stare him down.and the Deputy all stare him down.
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LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing; angry)(continuing; angry)

What?What?

SHERIFFSHERIFF
You will not and can notYou will not and can not
interrogate your own wife-interrogate your own wife-

JOEJOE
(lamely)(lamely)

They're almost divorced.They're almost divorced.

MAYORMAYOR
I know Chippewa Heights is a smallI know Chippewa Heights is a small
town but surely we can findtown but surely we can find
someone else to handle this-someone else to handle this-

LEONARDLEONARD
This is just a follow-upThis is just a follow-up
interview. We have our man-interview. We have our man-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Yes, that's probably true butYes, that's probably true but
before Jack Harris is arraigned,before Jack Harris is arraigned,
we should follow up and ask yourwe should follow up and ask your
wife why she was arguing with thewife why she was arguing with the
victim the day she died.victim the day she died.

Leonard shoots a glance at Dave who bunches up his shouldersLeonard shoots a glance at Dave who bunches up his shoulders
as he looks away.as he looks away.

The Sheriff glances at the Mayor.The Sheriff glances at the Mayor.

MAYORMAYOR
The county has more resources toThe county has more resources to
conduct this investigation.conduct this investigation.

LEONARDLEONARD
Fine, Joe can conduct theFine, Joe can conduct the
interview-interview-

MAYORMAYOR
It's my understanding that theIt's my understanding that the
body was discovered on thebody was discovered on the
McNamara farm and that propertyMcNamara farm and that property
lies on the city limits.lies on the city limits.

Leonard sighs.Leonard sighs.

LEONARDLEONARD
She wasn't murdered there-She wasn't murdered there-
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SHERIFFSHERIFF
Do you know where she was murdered?Do you know where she was murdered?

Leonard doesn't answer as his anger rises.Leonard doesn't answer as his anger rises.

MAYORMAYOR
My office and City Council wouldMy office and City Council would
be more comfortable turning thisbe more comfortable turning this
investigation over to the county-investigation over to the county-

Leonard starts to protest but realizes it's futile.Leonard starts to protest but realizes it's futile.

MAYORMAYOR
(continuing)(continuing)

This is the final word on theThis is the final word on the
matter-matter-

The Mayor walks away, the Sheriff grins.The Mayor walks away, the Sheriff grins.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(to Leonard and Joe)(to Leonard and Joe)

Send your case file and all yourSend your case file and all your
notes over to my office right away.notes over to my office right away.

LEONARDLEONARD
You can't be thinking Katie-You can't be thinking Katie-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
We're going to dot and crossWe're going to dot and cross
everything.everything.

The Sheriff and Deputy enter the interrogation room, shuttingThe Sheriff and Deputy enter the interrogation room, shutting
the door on Leonard and Joe.the door on Leonard and Joe.

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Joe)(to Joe)

Make a copy of everything in theMake a copy of everything in the
file before you send it over.file before you send it over.

Dave joins them as they enter the observation room.Dave joins them as they enter the observation room.

INTERROGATION ROOMINTERROGATION ROOM

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Hello, Katie.Hello, Katie.

Katie nods at them.Katie nods at them.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

Obviously Leonard shouldn'tObviously Leonard shouldn't
continue with this interview.continue with this interview.
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Katie runs her hands through her hair.Katie runs her hands through her hair.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

We understand you ran into SherrieWe understand you ran into Sherrie
Harris the night she was killed.Harris the night she was killed.

KATIEKATIE
I didn't run into her-I didn't run into her-

DEPUTYDEPUTY
That isn't what Officer DaveThat isn't what Officer Dave
Johnson says.Johnson says.

KATIEKATIE
I meant, she called me and askedI meant, she called me and asked
me to meet her at Bud's Place.me to meet her at Bud's Place.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
I see-I see-

(pause)(pause)
What did she want?What did she want?

KATIEKATIE
She-She-

Katie looks at the mirror, trying to see through it.Katie looks at the mirror, trying to see through it.

KATIEKATIE
(continuing)(continuing)

She wanted to apologize.She wanted to apologize.

The Sheriff steps back as the Deputy steps forward.The Sheriff steps back as the Deputy steps forward.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
What for?What for?

Katie looks away.Katie looks away.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
(continuing)(continuing)

For what?For what?

KATIEKATIE
For sleeping with Leonard.For sleeping with Leonard.

OBSERVATION ROOMOBSERVATION ROOM

Dave and Joe sneak a glance at Leonard who stares straightDave and Joe sneak a glance at Leonard who stares straight
through the window at Katie.through the window at Katie.

INTERROGATION ROOMINTERROGATION ROOM
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DEPUTYDEPUTY
Sherrie Harris slept with ChiefSherrie Harris slept with Chief
Leonard Shepherd.Leonard Shepherd.

KATIEKATIE
(angry)(angry)

That's what I said-That's what I said-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
When did this happen?When did this happen?

KATIEKATIE
Last year-Last year-

(pause)(pause)
During the investigation of JennyDuring the investigation of Jenny
Foster's... death.Foster's... death.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
How recently was Chief ShepherdHow recently was Chief Shepherd
sleeping with Sherrie Harris?sleeping with Sherrie Harris?

Katie looks at him, puzzled.Katie looks at him, puzzled.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
When did it end?When did it end?

KATIEKATIE
I don't know, as far as I know, itI don't know, as far as I know, it
was that one time.was that one time.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
So the affair wasn't still goingSo the affair wasn't still going
on when Sherrie was murdered?on when Sherrie was murdered?

KATIEKATIE
I don't think so-I don't think so-

DEPUTYDEPUTY
How can you be sure?How can you be sure?

KATIEKATIE
(getting irritated)(getting irritated)

I can't-I can't-

The Sheriff opens the door to leave.The Sheriff opens the door to leave.

OBSERVATION ROOMOBSERVATION ROOM

The Sheriff bursts in.The Sheriff bursts in.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
This true?This true?
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Leonard nods.Leonard nods.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

You fucked up, you didn't think toYou fucked up, you didn't think to
mention this earlier?mention this earlier?

LEONARDLEONARD
It isn't relevant-It isn't relevant-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
That wasn't and isn't yourThat wasn't and isn't your
decision to make-decision to make-

(angry)(angry)
I'm going to see that everyoneI'm going to see that everyone
knows about this impropriety,knows about this impropriety,
especially the man who gave youespecially the man who gave you
this job, the Mayor.this job, the Mayor.

The Sheriff slams the door as he leaves, Leonard's face ashenThe Sheriff slams the door as he leaves, Leonard's face ashen
with anger and humiliation.with anger and humiliation.

INTERROGATION ROOMINTERROGATION ROOM

The Sheriff re-enters quietly.The Sheriff re-enters quietly.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
So, Sherrie wanted to apologize,So, Sherrie wanted to apologize,
but you were overheard arguing, sobut you were overheard arguing, so
you didn't accept her apology?you didn't accept her apology?

Katie tries to recover her composure.Katie tries to recover her composure.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
(continuing)(continuing)

You didn't accept her apology?You didn't accept her apology?

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Katie, we can understand why you'dKatie, we can understand why you'd
be angry with Sherrie-be angry with Sherrie-

Katie's face crumbles.Katie's face crumbles.

KATIEKATIE
(lying)(lying)

It was over a year ago. I'm justIt was over a year ago. I'm just
trying to forget it.trying to forget it.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
Come on, you weren't angry withCome on, you weren't angry with
Sherrie for sleeping with yourSherrie for sleeping with your
husband?husband?
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She glares at the deputy.She glares at the deputy.

KATIEKATIE
Of course I was angry with her, IOf course I was angry with her, I
hated her.hated her.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
So, that's what you two wereSo, that's what you two were
arguing about, your anger over thearguing about, your anger over the
affair-affair-

Katie shakes her head emphatically.Katie shakes her head emphatically.

OBSERVATION ROOMOBSERVATION ROOM

Leonard balls up his fist, resting it against the glass.Leonard balls up his fist, resting it against the glass.

INTERROGATION ROOMINTERROGATION ROOM

Katie grabs the edges of the table, as if she's going to flipKatie grabs the edges of the table, as if she's going to flip
it up off the ground.it up off the ground.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
(continuing)(continuing)

You're looking pretty pissed off-You're looking pretty pissed off-

Katie glares at him.Katie glares at him.

KATIEKATIE
I'm very pissed off-I'm very pissed off-

DEPUTYDEPUTY
At Sherrie-At Sherrie-

KATIEKATIE
I was until I realized my angerI was until I realized my anger
was misplaced. I'm angry withwas misplaced. I'm angry with
Leonard.Leonard.

(smiles sadly)(smiles sadly)
It's taken me almost a year toIt's taken me almost a year to
figure that out.figure that out.

The Deputy signals to the Sheriff, they step outside.The Deputy signals to the Sheriff, they step outside.

HALLWAYHALLWAY

DEPUTYDEPUTY
This isn't going anywhere, do youThis isn't going anywhere, do you
really think she did it?really think she did it?

The Sheriff smiles.The Sheriff smiles.
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SHERIFFSHERIFF
No-No-

DEPUTYDEPUTY
Then why-Then why-

(beat)(beat)
You're enjoying knowing the ChiefYou're enjoying knowing the Chief
is squirming.is squirming.

The Sheriff frowns, letting his Deputy know his analysisThe Sheriff frowns, letting his Deputy know his analysis
wasn't solicited.wasn't solicited.

INTERROGATION ROOMINTERROGATION ROOM

The Deputy and Sheriff step back inside.The Deputy and Sheriff step back inside.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
(continuing)(continuing)

If you're not mad at Sherrie thenIf you're not mad at Sherrie then
why were you arguing with her?why were you arguing with her?

Katie doesn't respond.Katie doesn't respond.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
(continuing)(continuing)

Why the argument?Why the argument?

KATIEKATIE
It's crazy- It can't be true-It's crazy- It can't be true-

DEPUTYDEPUTY
What can't be true?What can't be true?

(pause)(pause)
What?What?

KATIEKATIE
She said that- she said she hadShe said that- she said she had
been trying to get a hold ofbeen trying to get a hold of
Leonard to tell him but heLeonard to tell him but he
wouldn't return her phone calls-wouldn't return her phone calls-

DEPUTYDEPUTY
Tell Leonard what?Tell Leonard what?

Katie shakes her head.Katie shakes her head.

KATIEKATIE
She said that she found out thatShe said that she found out that
she and Leonard are half-brothershe and Leonard are half-brother
and half-sister.and half-sister.

OBSERVATION ROOMOBSERVATION ROOM
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Leonard leans against the glass, his fist now open as heLeonard leans against the glass, his fist now open as he
props himself up, he's tired, shaken up. Joe and Dave look atprops himself up, he's tired, shaken up. Joe and Dave look at
each other.each other.

INTERROGATION ROOMINTERROGATION ROOM

The Sheriff genuinely looks surprised.The Sheriff genuinely looks surprised.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
She said what?She said what?

KATIEKATIE
I told her I didn't believe her.I told her I didn't believe her.
She said it didn't matter if IShe said it didn't matter if I
believed her. It only mattered ifbelieved her. It only mattered if
the Boyles believed her.the Boyles believed her.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
What do the Boyles have to do withWhat do the Boyles have to do with
it?it?

Katie shakes her head.Katie shakes her head.

KATIEKATIE
She said that they all have theShe said that they all have the
same father; Josephine, Leonardsame father; Josephine, Leonard
and Sherrie-and Sherrie-

OBSERVATION ROOMOBSERVATION ROOM

Everyone's stunned silent. Leonard looks up a moment at JoeEveryone's stunned silent. Leonard looks up a moment at Joe
and Dave, whom both glance away from him as he moves to theand Dave, whom both glance away from him as he moves to the
back of the room, close to the door.back of the room, close to the door.

INTERROGATION ROOMINTERROGATION ROOM

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

Henry Carleton's their father?Henry Carleton's their father?

Katie shrugs.Katie shrugs.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
Then what happened?Then what happened?

KATIEKATIE
I told her I thought she was lyingI told her I thought she was lying
and I left.and I left.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
What about the trash can?What about the trash can?
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KATIEKATIE
What?What?

DEPUTYDEPUTY
Officer Anderson discoveredOfficer Anderson discovered
Sherrie laying on the ground, theSherrie laying on the ground, the
trash can had been knocked over.trash can had been knocked over.

KATIEKATIE
She tried to grab my arm when IShe tried to grab my arm when I
was leaving but I pulled away fromwas leaving but I pulled away from
her and she fell into the trashher and she fell into the trash
can.can.

(pause)(pause)
I didn't really feel like helpingI didn't really feel like helping
her up.her up.

DEPUTYDEPUTY
Then where did you go?Then where did you go?

Katie looks at the mirror again then at the Deputy.Katie looks at the mirror again then at the Deputy.

KATIEKATIE
I had dinner with a friend-I had dinner with a friend-

The Deputy leans over her and opens his mouth but Katie putsThe Deputy leans over her and opens his mouth but Katie puts
up her hand in order to stop his questioning.up her hand in order to stop his questioning.

KATIEKATIE
(continuing)(continuing)

Principal Paul Brooks.Principal Paul Brooks.

OBSERVATION ROOMOBSERVATION ROOM

Dave and Joe look back at Leonard but he's already gone.Dave and Joe look back at Leonard but he's already gone.

EXT. KATIE'S HOUSE - NIGHTEXT. KATIE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Katie gets out of her car slowly.Katie gets out of her car slowly.

INT. KATIE'S PORCH - CONTINUINGINT. KATIE'S PORCH - CONTINUING

Leonard sits on a chair on the porch, he has an unopened six-Leonard sits on a chair on the porch, he has an unopened six-
pack of beer at his feet. There are open boxes everywherepack of beer at his feet. There are open boxes everywhere
with the contents strewn about the floor.with the contents strewn about the floor.

Katie opens the porch door.Katie opens the porch door.

Leonard cracks open one of the beer cans, startling her.Leonard cracks open one of the beer cans, startling her.
Katie peers at him sitting in the dark. She turns on theKatie peers at him sitting in the dark. She turns on the
light, observing his drink.light, observing his drink.
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KATIEKATIE
This feels familiar.This feels familiar.

Leonard stands, angry, not with her.Leonard stands, angry, not with her.

LEONARDLEONARD
It doesn't feel familiar to me atIt doesn't feel familiar to me at
all.all.

KATIEKATIE
What are you doing here?What are you doing here?

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm looking for my goddamn birthI'm looking for my goddamn birth
certificate and of course I can'tcertificate and of course I can't
find it.find it.

Leonard goes through papers, glancing at them and thenLeonard goes through papers, glancing at them and then
tossing them into a round, metal trash can.tossing them into a round, metal trash can.

KATIEKATIE
Don't believe it. Sherrie was justDon't believe it. Sherrie was just
trying to lay a scam on them.trying to lay a scam on them.

Leonard sets the beer aside, untouched.Leonard sets the beer aside, untouched.

LEONARDLEONARD
(chuckling self-(chuckling self-
deprecatingly)deprecatingly)

Oh, I don't know.Oh, I don't know.
(pause)(pause)

My mother quit working for theMy mother quit working for the
Carletons shortly after she caughtCarletons shortly after she caught
me and Josephine screwing around.me and Josephine screwing around.

Leonard takes a deep breath, letting it out slowly. He picksLeonard takes a deep breath, letting it out slowly. He picks
up the can of beer again, yet doesn't drink from it.up the can of beer again, yet doesn't drink from it.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

I always assumed it was becauseI always assumed it was because
she wanted to quit before it wentshe wanted to quit before it went
too far and she got fired.too far and she got fired.

Leonard shrugs.Leonard shrugs.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

But maybe it was because Josephine-But maybe it was because Josephine-

They are silent for a long moment.They are silent for a long moment.
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KATIEKATIE
Nothing about this surprises me.Nothing about this surprises me.

LEONARDLEONARD
About my having two sisters or myAbout my having two sisters or my
having slept with one and almosthaving slept with one and almost
slept with the other?slept with the other?

Katie doesn't say anything right away.Katie doesn't say anything right away.

KATIEKATIE
It doesn't surprise me that thereIt doesn't surprise me that there
are all these secrets and lies.are all these secrets and lies.

LEONARDLEONARD
Maybe if I had bothered to callMaybe if I had bothered to call
her back-her back-

(beat)(beat)
What did Sherrie say about HenryWhat did Sherrie say about Henry
Carleton?Carleton?

KATIEKATIE
She said that when her fatherShe said that when her father
died, the person she knew as herdied, the person she knew as her
father anyway, there were allfather anyway, there were all
these boxes of stuff to go throughthese boxes of stuff to go through
that she was sure he never lookedthat she was sure he never looked
at, even after her mother died.at, even after her mother died.
She found her birth certificateShe found her birth certificate
and a diary her mother kept.and a diary her mother kept.

LEONARDLEONARD
Sherrie's father didn't know?Sherrie's father didn't know?

Katie shrugs.Katie shrugs.

KATIEKATIE
Or didn't care-Or didn't care-

LEONARDLEONARD
How did Sherrie know this aboutHow did Sherrie know this about
me?me?

KATIEKATIE
Maybe somehow Sherrie's motherMaybe somehow Sherrie's mother
knew and wrote about it in herknew and wrote about it in her
diary.diary.

Leonard looks at a photo: INSERT PHOTO: A young Leonard (8)Leonard looks at a photo: INSERT PHOTO: A young Leonard (8)
and a beautiful woman (his Mother) with dark, flowing hair.and a beautiful woman (his Mother) with dark, flowing hair.
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LEONARDLEONARD
(shakes his head)(shakes his head)

How is it no one found out?How is it no one found out?

KATIEKATIE
You know how people in small townsYou know how people in small towns
know things but never talk aboutknow things but never talk about
them. Enough time has gone by now,them. Enough time has gone by now,
most of the people involved aremost of the people involved are
dead-dead-

(beat)(beat)
Your mother was a pretty privateYour mother was a pretty private
person.person.

Leonard tears up as he nods. He takes out his lighter, holdsLeonard tears up as he nods. He takes out his lighter, holds
the flame to the photo, then tosses the photo into the trashthe flame to the photo, then tosses the photo into the trash
can. The trash can debris ignites.can. The trash can debris ignites.

LEONARDLEONARD
To hell with it, all of it-To hell with it, all of it-

KATIEKATIE
Are you sure you want to do that?Are you sure you want to do that?

Leonard watches the photo melt and curl into ash.Leonard watches the photo melt and curl into ash.

LEONARDLEONARD
No-No-

Leonard averts his eyes from hers as he struggles with hisLeonard averts his eyes from hers as he struggles with his
emotions.emotions.

KATIEKATIE
I can't help you with any of this-I can't help you with any of this-

LEONARDLEONARD
(snapping at her)(snapping at her)

I'm not asking for your help-I'm not asking for your help-

He dumps the entire box of photos into the burning trash can.He dumps the entire box of photos into the burning trash can.
A paper flies away from the can, onto the floor. LeonardA paper flies away from the can, onto the floor. Leonard
grabs it.grabs it.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing; looks at(continuing; looks at
the paper)the paper)

There it is-There it is-

INSERT: Birth CertificateINSERT: Birth Certificate

Name: Leonard ShepherdName: Leonard Shepherd

Mother's Name: Katherine ShepherdMother's Name: Katherine Shepherd
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Father's Name: the line is blank.Father's Name: the line is blank.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

The son of a bitch wouldn't evenThe son of a bitch wouldn't even
claim me on a lousy piece of paper.claim me on a lousy piece of paper.

Leonard wads it up, tossing it into the burning trash can.Leonard wads it up, tossing it into the burning trash can.

His eyes brim over with tears.His eyes brim over with tears.

Katie grabs him, embraces him hard, he breaks down in herKatie grabs him, embraces him hard, he breaks down in her
arms. His hands tangle in her hair, his lips brush againstarms. His hands tangle in her hair, his lips brush against
her forehead. She pulls back, slowly. She's as caught up inher forehead. She pulls back, slowly. She's as caught up in
their sudden intimacy as much as he is, she steps out of thetheir sudden intimacy as much as he is, she steps out of the
embrace.embrace.

A car door slams outside.A car door slams outside.

BOY (O.S.)BOY (O.S.)
I don't know!I don't know!

GIRL (O.S.)GIRL (O.S.)
I want to start shopping for myI want to start shopping for my
dress.dress.

Another car door slams. The dogs start barking inside theAnother car door slams. The dogs start barking inside the
house, Katie lets them onto the porch.house, Katie lets them onto the porch.

BOY (O.S.)BOY (O.S.)
Prom is still two months away!Prom is still two months away!
Stop bugging me about it-Stop bugging me about it-

Leonard and Katie watch the two teenagers standing outsideLeonard and Katie watch the two teenagers standing outside
the house.the house.

GIRLGIRL
Just admit it, you don't want toJust admit it, you don't want to
go with me-go with me-

BOYBOY
Maybe we should just wait a coupleMaybe we should just wait a couple
of weeks, then figure it out.of weeks, then figure it out.

GIRLGIRL
Wait? For what?Wait? For what?

The boy shuffles his feet as he shrugs.The boy shuffles his feet as he shrugs.

The dogs settle down at Leonard's feet, one rests its paw onThe dogs settle down at Leonard's feet, one rests its paw on
his leg.his leg.
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BOYBOY
Maybe, maybe we should think aboutMaybe, maybe we should think about
taking a break or something andtaking a break or something and
then in a couple of weeks, if wethen in a couple of weeks, if we
still want to go together, thenstill want to go together, then
we'll plan it-we'll plan it-

GIRLGIRL
(starts to cry)(starts to cry)

You're an asshole!You're an asshole!

Leonard and Katie both smile a little.Leonard and Katie both smile a little.

LEONARDLEONARD
(chuckles)(chuckles)

Should I go break it up?Should I go break it up?

Katie shakes her head, suddenly a little saddened.Katie shakes her head, suddenly a little saddened.

KATIEKATIE
They remind me of us.They remind me of us.

LEONARDLEONARD
Now or then?Now or then?

Katie doesn't answer him.Katie doesn't answer him.

The girl goes back to the car, gets in and tries to peel awayThe girl goes back to the car, gets in and tries to peel away
from the curb but fails, except she successfully sprays thefrom the curb but fails, except she successfully sprays the
boy with slushy snow melt.boy with slushy snow melt.

Leonard touches Katie's arm. She covers his hand with hers,Leonard touches Katie's arm. She covers his hand with hers,
closing her eyes.closing her eyes.

Leonard leans in to her. She opens her eyes, their faces bentLeonard leans in to her. She opens her eyes, their faces bent
close together.close together.

Katie tilts her face down and away from his.Katie tilts her face down and away from his.

Leonard moves to the front door. He swings it open wide,Leonard moves to the front door. He swings it open wide,
Katie stands closely behind him, she catches the door,Katie stands closely behind him, she catches the door,
holding it as he steps outside.holding it as he steps outside.

KATIEKATIE
Len-Len-

He turns back to her.He turns back to her.

KATIEKATIE
(continuing)(continuing)

I've always known we belongedI've always known we belonged
together-together-

(more)(more)
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KATIE (cont'd)KATIE (cont'd)
(beat)(beat)

But I don't know if we can beBut I don't know if we can be
together-together-

Leonard considers what she's said. She's hides her emotionalLeonard considers what she's said. She's hides her emotional
face from his view.face from his view.

LEONARDLEONARD
Don't close the door on me yet.Don't close the door on me yet.

Leonard steps away from the house as Katie stands there inLeonard steps away from the house as Katie stands there in
the doorway, watching him go.the doorway, watching him go.

EXT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - CONTINUINGEXT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - CONTINUING

Leonard parks outside the building. Sam opens the door forLeonard parks outside the building. Sam opens the door for
him.him.

LEONARDLEONARD
I want you to run a DNA testI want you to run a DNA test
against me and Sherrie.against me and Sherrie.

Sam raises his eyebrows.Sam raises his eyebrows.

INT. POLICE STATION- LEONARD'S OFFICE - MORNINGINT. POLICE STATION- LEONARD'S OFFICE - MORNING

Leonard, alone in his office, thumbs through the pile ofLeonard, alone in his office, thumbs through the pile of
photocopied papers. Dave comes in, he's hesitant to addressphotocopied papers. Dave comes in, he's hesitant to address
Leonard.Leonard.

DAVEDAVE
Chief, there's something in thatChief, there's something in that
file you should look at right away.file you should look at right away.

Dave pulls an envelope out of the stack. Leonard opens it.Dave pulls an envelope out of the stack. Leonard opens it.

INSERT: Birth CertificateINSERT: Birth Certificate

Name: Sherrie HarrisName: Sherrie Harris

Father's Name: Timothy DavisFather's Name: Timothy Davis

The paper slips out of his fingers.The paper slips out of his fingers.

Sam enters the police station. Leonard looks up, his face aSam enters the police station. Leonard looks up, his face a
mix of shock and anger.mix of shock and anger.

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Sam)(to Sam)

Thanks for coming in.Thanks for coming in.

Sam sits, sighs. He looks at Dave, then back to Leonard.Sam sits, sighs. He looks at Dave, then back to Leonard.
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SAMSAM
(to Leonard)(to Leonard)

Do you want to talk privately?Do you want to talk privately?

Leonard shakes his head slowly.Leonard shakes his head slowly.

LEONARDLEONARD
No more secrets.No more secrets.

SAMSAM
You and Sherrie have the sameYou and Sherrie have the same
father.father.

Leonard nods as he shuts his eyes a moment. He turns, picksLeonard nods as he shuts his eyes a moment. He turns, picks
up the vase Josephine gave him, smashing it against the wall.up the vase Josephine gave him, smashing it against the wall.
The crystal shards scatter on the floor. He grabs a garbageThe crystal shards scatter on the floor. He grabs a garbage
can, tossing the broken pieces into it.can, tossing the broken pieces into it.

Sam picks up the birth certificate, reads.Sam picks up the birth certificate, reads.

LEONARDLEONARD
(heaves for breath,(heaves for breath,
to Dave)to Dave)

Any luck tracking down JimAny luck tracking down Jim
Flanners whereabouts?Flanners whereabouts?

Dave, off balance, struggles to answer.Dave, off balance, struggles to answer.

DAVEDAVE
I've got a lead from his employerI've got a lead from his employer
after the auto salvage. A phoneafter the auto salvage. A phone
number for a girlfriend, I've gotnumber for a girlfriend, I've got
a voicemail in to her.a voicemail in to her.

Leonard isn't even listening. Sam motions for Dave to leave,Leonard isn't even listening. Sam motions for Dave to leave,
Dave creeps out silently.Dave creeps out silently.

Leonard looks at Sam, a cold, walled-off stare.Leonard looks at Sam, a cold, walled-off stare.

LEONARDLEONARD
What reason would I have to not goWhat reason would I have to not go
out and get shit-faced right now?out and get shit-faced right now?

Sam meets his stare with steadiness, empathy in his eyes.Sam meets his stare with steadiness, empathy in his eyes.

SAMSAM
I was just going to ask you theI was just going to ask you the
same question.same question.

LEONARDLEONARD
I don't have one-I don't have one-

Sam sits.Sam sits.
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Leonard shakes his head, sitting down too.Leonard shakes his head, sitting down too.

SAMSAM
What did you think? You'd sober upWhat did you think? You'd sober up
and everything would be fine?and everything would be fine?

Leonard shrugs as he scratches his neck.Leonard shrugs as he scratches his neck.

SAMSAM
(continuing)(continuing)

You still cheated on your wife.You still cheated on your wife.
Jenny Foster's murder still didn'tJenny Foster's murder still didn't
get solved. You drank because youget solved. You drank because you
couldn't solve Jenny Foster'scouldn't solve Jenny Foster's
murder... your drinking did notmurder... your drinking did not
keep you from solving her murder.keep you from solving her murder.

Leonard shakes his head.Leonard shakes his head.

LEONARDLEONARD
What's the difference? The endWhat's the difference? The end
result is the same.result is the same.

SAMSAM
Sometimes we have to learn toSometimes we have to learn to
surrender.surrender.

A telephone rings in the office, after a moment, Dave stepsA telephone rings in the office, after a moment, Dave steps
into Leonard's office very tentatively.into Leonard's office very tentatively.

DAVEDAVE
It's Jack-It's Jack-

Leonard picks up the blinking line.Leonard picks up the blinking line.

LEONARDLEONARD
(into phone)(into phone)

Jack?Jack?

JACK (O.S.)JACK (O.S.)
I really need to see you. SomehowI really need to see you. Somehow
they're pushing up my trial tothey're pushing up my trial to
start next week. How the fuck theystart next week. How the fuck they
can do that? My lawyer tells me Ican do that? My lawyer tells me I
should take a deal-should take a deal-

(his voice breaks)(his voice breaks)
I didn't kill her, Leonard. I didI didn't kill her, Leonard. I did
a lot of things to her... but nota lot of things to her... but not
this.this.
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INT. COUNTY JAIL - CONTINUINGINT. COUNTY JAIL - CONTINUING

Leonard sits down. Jack, dressed in an orange jumpsuit,Leonard sits down. Jack, dressed in an orange jumpsuit,
handcuffed, comes through the security doors with hishandcuffed, comes through the security doors with his
ATTORNEY and a GUARD. The attorney and Jack sit down at theATTORNEY and a GUARD. The attorney and Jack sit down at the
small table with Leonard.small table with Leonard.

LEONARDLEONARD
How can this be going to trial soHow can this be going to trial so
quickly?quickly?

ATTORNEYATTORNEY
(consults his file)(consults his file)

The Mayor and the Sheriff wantThe Mayor and the Sheriff want
this fast-tracked so Judge Capronthis fast-tracked so Judge Capron
cleared his docket-cleared his docket-

JACKJACK
Fucking collusion-Fucking collusion-

LEONARDLEONARD
The evidence against him isThe evidence against him is
circumstantial at best, they don'tcircumstantial at best, they don't
even have the murder weapon or theeven have the murder weapon or the
location of the murder.location of the murder.

ATTORNEYATTORNEY
(irritated)(irritated)

We've looked into the Boyles'We've looked into the Boyles'
financials and there's no evidencefinancials and there's no evidence
of blackmail payments to Sherrieof blackmail payments to Sherrie
or anyone. Without an alternateor anyone. Without an alternate
theory of the crime, we're in bigtheory of the crime, we're in big
trouble-trouble-

Leonard shakes his head, thinking.Leonard shakes his head, thinking.

LEONARDLEONARD
What about looking into SheriffWhat about looking into Sheriff
Davis's financials? We foundDavis's financials? We found
Sherrie's birth certificate and itSherrie's birth certificate and it
names him as her father.names him as her father.

The attorney writes this down.The attorney writes this down.

JACKJACK
(shakes his head)(shakes his head)

That bastard-That bastard-

LEONARDLEONARD
What?What?

Jack's angry.Jack's angry.
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JACKJACK
Sherrie said that she was workingSherrie said that she was working
for his reelection campaign. Shefor his reelection campaign. She
was going to get some money fromwas going to get some money from
him.him.

Leonard and the Attorney both write this down.Leonard and the Attorney both write this down.

INT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUINGINT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUING

Dave and Joe work at their desks as Leonard enters.Dave and Joe work at their desks as Leonard enters.

LEONARDLEONARD
(to Joe)(to Joe)

Jack's attorney should be able toJack's attorney should be able to
get a subpoena to look at theget a subpoena to look at the
Sheriff's financials based onSheriff's financials based on
Sherrie's birth certificate.Sherrie's birth certificate.

JOEJOE
The Sheriff was paying Sherrie?The Sheriff was paying Sherrie?

LEONARDLEONARD
I don't know, I don't know what toI don't know, I don't know what to
think anymore.think anymore.

(beat)(beat)
Dave, call the Sheriff's officeDave, call the Sheriff's office
and ask him to come in forand ask him to come in for
questioning.questioning.

Dave swallows hard.Dave swallows hard.

DAVEDAVE
Okay-Okay-

(more self-assured)(more self-assured)
Okay.Okay.

LEONARDLEONARD
Once you've done that, I want youOnce you've done that, I want you
to start reading that diary weto start reading that diary we
found in Sherrie's safety depositfound in Sherrie's safety deposit
box.box.

Joe clears his throat.Joe clears his throat.

JOEJOE
He already has-He already has-

Dave shoots Joe a pleading look, embarrassed.Dave shoots Joe a pleading look, embarrassed.

LEONARDLEONARD
Anything interesting?Anything interesting?
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Dave shakes his head.Dave shakes his head.

DAVEDAVE
Mostly just shopping wish-lists soMostly just shopping wish-lists so
far.far.

Leonard grabs the diary off Dave's desk, glancing through it.Leonard grabs the diary off Dave's desk, glancing through it.

INT. POLICE STATION - LATEINT. POLICE STATION - LATE

Sheriff Davis walks in purposefully. He barely acknowledgesSheriff Davis walks in purposefully. He barely acknowledges
Joe and Dave.Joe and Dave.

Leonard walks out of his office. They look at each other.Leonard walks out of his office. They look at each other.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
This isn't your case anymore-This isn't your case anymore-

LEONARDLEONARD
No, it isn't. But I'd like to askNo, it isn't. But I'd like to ask
you a few questions anyway, someyou a few questions anyway, some
other details have come up thatother details have come up that
I'd like to discuss with you.I'd like to discuss with you.

The Sheriff lets out another Big Man Sigh as he followsThe Sheriff lets out another Big Man Sigh as he follows
Leonard into the interrogation room.Leonard into the interrogation room.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Not your office? This seems veryNot your office? This seems very
official-official-

INTERROGATION ROOMINTERROGATION ROOM

Both men sit, Sheriff Davis sits with his hands folded,Both men sit, Sheriff Davis sits with his hands folded,
tapping his thumbs together. Leonard pours them both a mug oftapping his thumbs together. Leonard pours them both a mug of
coffee.coffee.

LEONARDLEONARD
I think it's interesting whatI think it's interesting what
items the Sheriff's Departmentitems the Sheriff's Department
felt compelled to investigate andfelt compelled to investigate and
what it disregarded.what it disregarded.

The Sheriff takes a long and deliberate sip from his coffeeThe Sheriff takes a long and deliberate sip from his coffee
mug.mug.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Such as?Such as?

Leonard sets Sherrie's birth certificate in front of him. TheLeonard sets Sherrie's birth certificate in front of him. The
Sheriff merely glances at it.Sheriff merely glances at it.
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LEONARDLEONARD
Disregarded-Disregarded-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
I fail to see how this documentI fail to see how this document
has any relevance.has any relevance.

LEONARDLEONARD
No? Your being Sherrie's fatherNo? Your being Sherrie's father
doesn't have any relevance?doesn't have any relevance?

The Sheriff leans forward.The Sheriff leans forward.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
My having screwed Sherrie's motherMy having screwed Sherrie's mother
thirty-five years ago, andthirty-five years ago, and
Sherrie's mother putting my nameSherrie's mother putting my name
on the birth certificate insteadon the birth certificate instead
of one of ten other men, isof one of ten other men, is
absolutely not relevant.absolutely not relevant.

LEONARDLEONARD
So, your defense is to claimSo, your defense is to claim
Sherrie's mother was a slut.Sherrie's mother was a slut.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Like mother, like daughter, rightLike mother, like daughter, right
Chief?Chief?

LEONARDLEONARD
Sherrie and I have the same father.Sherrie and I have the same father.

The Sheriff doesn't give anything away.The Sheriff doesn't give anything away.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Well, if Sherrie was still alive,Well, if Sherrie was still alive,
that would make for some awkwardthat would make for some awkward
reminiscing about your affair.reminiscing about your affair.

The Sheriff chuckles deeply. His callousness throws LeonardThe Sheriff chuckles deeply. His callousness throws Leonard
off.off.

LEONARDLEONARD
Sherrie tried to tell me about itSherrie tried to tell me about it
but I wouldn't talk to her becausebut I wouldn't talk to her because
I was trying to put my marriageI was trying to put my marriage
back together.back together.

The Sheriff smiles.The Sheriff smiles.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
How's that working out for you?How's that working out for you?
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LEONARDLEONARD
And my mother?And my mother?

SHERIFFSHERIFF
What about her?What about her?

Leonard and the Sheriff stare at each other. LeonardLeonard and the Sheriff stare at each other. Leonard
struggles to speak. He lights a cigarette, drags heavily.struggles to speak. He lights a cigarette, drags heavily.

The Sheriff watches him hesitate and squirm. LeonardThe Sheriff watches him hesitate and squirm. Leonard
extinguishes his cigarette, turning on him aggressively.extinguishes his cigarette, turning on him aggressively.

LEONARDLEONARD
If you don't claim Sherrie HarrisIf you don't claim Sherrie Harris
then why were you giving her money?then why were you giving her money?

The Sheriff startles at this accusation. Leonard placesThe Sheriff startles at this accusation. Leonard places
another document in front of him.another document in front of him.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Your reelection campaign gave herYour reelection campaign gave her
five payments of sixty thousandfive payments of sixty thousand
dollars.dollars.

(beat)(beat)
I thought that seems like a lot ofI thought that seems like a lot of
money for a Sheriff's campaign somoney for a Sheriff's campaign so
I dug a little deeper and foundI dug a little deeper and found
that you put some of your ownthat you put some of your own
money into the campaign and I seemoney into the campaign and I see
that Josephine Boyle has done thethat Josephine Boyle has done the
same and you also used that moneysame and you also used that money
to pay her.to pay her.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Nothing unusual about that.Nothing unusual about that.

LEONARDLEONARD
No, I suppose not, on the surface.No, I suppose not, on the surface.

(reads)(reads)
Sherrie Harris has been hired asSherrie Harris has been hired as
a campaign consultant.a campaign consultant.

The Sheriff shrugs.The Sheriff shrugs.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing; goading)(continuing; goading)

Did she have a lot of politicalDid she have a lot of political
campaigning experience?campaigning experience?
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SHERIFFSHERIFF
None whatsoever but I was lookingNone whatsoever but I was looking
to sell something like Harveyto sell something like Harvey
Boyle hired her to do for him, notBoyle hired her to do for him, not
make policy for me-make policy for me-

LEONARDLEONARD
I don't recall seeing her in anyI don't recall seeing her in any
campaign ads for you-campaign ads for you-

The Sheriff doesn't respond. Leonard lays out more documents.The Sheriff doesn't respond. Leonard lays out more documents.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Here are my notes about a missingHere are my notes about a missing
statue from the Boyle house-statue from the Boyle house-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
You thought you remembered aYou thought you remembered a
statue there from thirty yearsstatue there from thirty years
ago. Ever think they, you know,ago. Ever think they, you know,
redecorate from time to time?redecorate from time to time?

LEONARDLEONARD
-and the stranger I saw with them-and the stranger I saw with them
the morning Sherrie's body wasthe morning Sherrie's body was
discovered. You were there too-discovered. You were there too-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
All of this is just supposition.All of this is just supposition.

LEONARDLEONARD
Yes, I could suppose that it looksYes, I could suppose that it looks
like the Sheriff's Department waslike the Sheriff's Department was
willing to let this investigationwilling to let this investigation
die because you killed Sherrie.die because you killed Sherrie.

Leonard lets the accusation sink in.Leonard lets the accusation sink in.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
I didn't kill her.I didn't kill her.

LEONARDLEONARD
Looks like you did. You had theLooks like you did. You had the
motive. She was blackmailing you.motive. She was blackmailing you.

(beat)(beat)
I'm going to subpoena you for aI'm going to subpoena you for a
DNA test.DNA test.

The Sheriff stands.The Sheriff stands.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
I'll fight it.I'll fight it.
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LEONARDLEONARD
I hope you do. It will only makeI hope you do. It will only make
you look more guilty.you look more guilty.

He storms out as Leonard sets aside the Sheriff's emptyHe storms out as Leonard sets aside the Sheriff's empty
coffee mug.coffee mug.

INT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - CONTINUINGINT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - CONTINUING

Leonard and Josephine sit together in the study. The sunlightLeonard and Josephine sit together in the study. The sunlight
shining through the windows bright, bathing both their faces.shining through the windows bright, bathing both their faces.
Josephine shifts into the shadows cast by the curtains, herJosephine shifts into the shadows cast by the curtains, her
face no longer in the sun.face no longer in the sun.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
What exactly do you want to know?What exactly do you want to know?

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm wondering how much youI'm wondering how much you
personally donated to thepersonally donated to the
Sheriff's campaign.Sheriff's campaign.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
Well, I'm not exactly sure, but IWell, I'm not exactly sure, but I
think about two hundred thousand.think about two hundred thousand.

LEONARDLEONARD
That seems like a lot for aThat seems like a lot for a
Sheriff's office-Sheriff's office-

Josephine shrugs, unaffected by the dollar amount.Josephine shrugs, unaffected by the dollar amount.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
I just gave what he asked.I just gave what he asked.

LEONARDLEONARD
You two that close?You two that close?

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
He's a family friend. He and myHe's a family friend. He and my
father knew each other since theyfather knew each other since they
were just little boys.were just little boys.

LEONARDLEONARD
Did you know the Sheriff had givenDid you know the Sheriff had given
Sherrie about three hundredSherrie about three hundred
thousand dollars from his campaignthousand dollars from his campaign
fund?fund?

Josephine frowns.Josephine frowns.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
No-No-
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LEONARDLEONARD
Did she ask you for money?Did she ask you for money?

Josephine looks out the window.Josephine looks out the window.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

She claimed you have the sameShe claimed you have the same
father.father.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
I don't believe that for a second.I don't believe that for a second.
That woman was not my sister.That woman was not my sister.

Josephine shakes her head.Josephine shakes her head.

LEONARDLEONARD
I had the medical examiner compareI had the medical examiner compare
mine and Sherrie's DNA. We havemine and Sherrie's DNA. We have
the same father.the same father.

Josephine glares at him.Josephine glares at him.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
That doesn't have anything to doThat doesn't have anything to do
with me-with me-

LEONARDLEONARD
Ever think Sherrie might have beenEver think Sherrie might have been
right? That all of us have theright? That all of us have the
same father?same father?

Josephine scoffs as she stands. Leonard stands too.Josephine scoffs as she stands. Leonard stands too.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
Henry Carleton was not your father-Henry Carleton was not your father-

LEONARDLEONARD
No, he wasn't. Maybe he wasn'tNo, he wasn't. Maybe he wasn't
your father either-your father either-

Josephine looks like she will explode.Josephine looks like she will explode.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

Don't you think we deserved toDon't you think we deserved to
know the truth? That day my motherknow the truth? That day my mother
caught us upstairs, she shouldcaught us upstairs, she should
have told us. Somebody should havehave told us. Somebody should have
told us-told us-

Leonard looks up at the ceiling. Josephine shakes her head.Leonard looks up at the ceiling. Josephine shakes her head.
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LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

What did Sherrie threaten to do?What did Sherrie threaten to do?
Tell to the Board of Directors atTell to the Board of Directors at
Henry Carleton's Trust that youHenry Carleton's Trust that you
aren't actually related to him?aren't actually related to him?

She swings back around, violently slapping him, seething.She swings back around, violently slapping him, seething.

Leonard just stares back at her.Leonard just stares back at her.

She reaches out to slap him again but he catches her wrist,She reaches out to slap him again but he catches her wrist,
she twists away from him.she twists away from him.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
Get out!Get out!

INT. POLICE STATION - LATERINT. POLICE STATION - LATER

The telephone rings, Dave answers it.The telephone rings, Dave answers it.

DAVEDAVE
(into phone)(into phone)

Chippewa Heights Police Department-Chippewa Heights Police Department-
(listens)(listens)

Hold on a second-Hold on a second-

He cranes his neck, looking into Leonard's office.He cranes his neck, looking into Leonard's office.

DAVEDAVE
(continuing)(continuing)

Chief?Chief?

INT. ANTIQUE DEALERSHIP - MORNINGINT. ANTIQUE DEALERSHIP - MORNING

Leonard enters the store as wind chimes sound his arrival.Leonard enters the store as wind chimes sound his arrival.
The room's crammed with antiques yet there is a certainThe room's crammed with antiques yet there is a certain
elegant order at work.elegant order at work.

The Antique Dealer bounces out from the back room.The Antique Dealer bounces out from the back room.

ANTIQUE DEALERANTIQUE DEALER
Good morning.Good morning.

Leonard shows his identification.Leonard shows his identification.

The Antique Dealer bends down behind the counter andThe Antique Dealer bends down behind the counter and
retrieves a box and sets it on the counter.retrieves a box and sets it on the counter.

ANTIQUE DEALERANTIQUE DEALER
(continuing)(continuing)

I haven't even had a chance toI haven't even had a chance to
unpack it yet.unpack it yet.
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Leonard puts on plastic gloves as the Antique Dealer unpacksLeonard puts on plastic gloves as the Antique Dealer unpacks
the box. He's about to take it out when Leonard pushes histhe box. He's about to take it out when Leonard pushes his
hands away.hands away.

LEONARDLEONARD
It may have evidence on it, sir.It may have evidence on it, sir.
Please let me-Please let me-

The Antique Dealer throws his hands in the air.The Antique Dealer throws his hands in the air.

ANTIQUE DEALERANTIQUE DEALER
Of course! Imagine, this was usedOf course! Imagine, this was used
in a crime, perhaps!in a crime, perhaps!

LEONARDLEONARD
Do you have the receipt?Do you have the receipt?

ANTIQUE DEALERANTIQUE DEALER
Yes, certainly.Yes, certainly.

He opens a leather briefcase and takes out the receipt.He opens a leather briefcase and takes out the receipt.

ANTIQUE DEALERANTIQUE DEALER
(continuing)(continuing)

I have purchased from the CarletonI have purchased from the Carleton
family in the past. They have anfamily in the past. They have an
interesting collection. Hard tointeresting collection. Hard to
believe they were willing to letbelieve they were willing to let
this one go for a song. Thenthis one go for a song. Then
again, maybe not...What are youagain, maybe not...What are you
looking for?looking for?

Leonard lifts the white, marble statue out of the box. It isLeonard lifts the white, marble statue out of the box. It is
about 24 inches high. It is a carving of three Victorian Eraabout 24 inches high. It is a carving of three Victorian Era
school children, a boy in the middle of two girls, holdingschool children, a boy in the middle of two girls, holding
hands as they walk with belted bands of books hanging fromhands as they walk with belted bands of books hanging from
their wrists.their wrists.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'll know if and when I find it.I'll know if and when I find it.

Leonard squints at the back of one of the bands of books andLeonard squints at the back of one of the bands of books and
sees a small, brown smudge. He gets excited and puts thesees a small, brown smudge. He gets excited and puts the
statue carefully back into the box.statue carefully back into the box.

ANTIQUE DEALERANTIQUE DEALER
What are the chances I'll see thatWhat are the chances I'll see that
statue again?statue again?

LEONARDLEONARD
I wouldn't take that bet.I wouldn't take that bet.
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INT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - AFTERNOONINT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

Sam comes into the waiting room where Leonard paces.Sam comes into the waiting room where Leonard paces.

LEONARDLEONARD
I've got something you have toI've got something you have to
look at right away.look at right away.

SAMSAM
I thought we were finished withI thought we were finished with
this case?this case?

LEONARDLEONARD
I'm not finished.I'm not finished.

SAMSAM
It was Jack's blood at theirIt was Jack's blood at their
house, not Sherrie's.house, not Sherrie's.

Leonard nods, still wearing his plastic gloves, as he takesLeonard nods, still wearing his plastic gloves, as he takes
the statue out of the box.the statue out of the box.

INT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - LATERINT. MEDICAL EXAMINER'S OFFICE - LATER

Sam comes out of the lab, pulling off his gloves. Leonard andSam comes out of the lab, pulling off his gloves. Leonard and
Joe stand impatiently.Joe stand impatiently.

SAMSAM
There's a preliminary match onThere's a preliminary match on
Sherrie's DNA. I need to do a fullSherrie's DNA. I need to do a full
analysis, that's going to take aanalysis, that's going to take a
little while.little while.

LEONARDLEONARD
It's enough to issue a warrant.It's enough to issue a warrant.

SAMSAM
Maybe even an arrest. There's aMaybe even an arrest. There's a
partial fingerprint too, it'spartial fingerprint too, it's
barely a smudge but it should bebarely a smudge but it should be
enough to match it to a suspect'senough to match it to a suspect's
print. You got a print for me toprint. You got a print for me to
match against?match against?

Leonard takes a coffee mug out of a plastic bag.Leonard takes a coffee mug out of a plastic bag.

LEONARDLEONARD
Call me at the station.Call me at the station.

INT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUINGINT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUING

Leonard walks into the main room purposefully. Dave and JoeLeonard walks into the main room purposefully. Dave and Joe
sit working at their desks.sit working at their desks.
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LEONARDLEONARD
(to Dave)(to Dave)

Have you heard back yet from JimHave you heard back yet from Jim
Flanners girlfriend?Flanners girlfriend?

Dave shakes his head.Dave shakes his head.

JOEJOE
Chief-Chief-

Harvey Boyle comes out of Leonard's office.Harvey Boyle comes out of Leonard's office.

JOEJOE
(continuing)(continuing)

Harvey Boyle is back in town, andHarvey Boyle is back in town, and
he's ready to talk to you.he's ready to talk to you.

LEONARD'S OFFICELEONARD'S OFFICE

Harvey's pale and unshaven. He flops onto the chair acrossHarvey's pale and unshaven. He flops onto the chair across
from Leonard.from Leonard.

HARVEYHARVEY
You'll never make it stick.You'll never make it stick.

LEONARDLEONARD
That statue you sold to theThat statue you sold to the
antique dealer has a bloodyantique dealer has a bloody
fingerprint on it.fingerprint on it.

HARVEYHARVEY
I don't know anything about howI don't know anything about how
that got there.that got there.

LEONARDLEONARD
Tell me about what you do know.Tell me about what you do know.

HARVEYHARVEY
I was leaving Josephine. I wasI was leaving Josephine. I was
going to meet Sherrie at the truckgoing to meet Sherrie at the truck
stop outside of town, she had beenstop outside of town, she had been
staying there for a couple ofstaying there for a couple of
weeks. Me too, sometimes. Butweeks. Me too, sometimes. But
Sherrie didn't just want to leave.Sherrie didn't just want to leave.
She wanted Josephine to grant theShe wanted Josephine to grant the
divorce. I found out they haddivorce. I found out they had
planned to meet that afternoon soplanned to meet that afternoon so
I called her at the dealership,I called her at the dealership,
but she had already left.but she had already left.

LEONARDLEONARD
You called her at the dealership?You called her at the dealership?
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HARVEYHARVEY
Yes. Sherrie was stubborn aboutYes. Sherrie was stubborn about
some things. I had been askingsome things. I had been asking
Josephine for a divorce for threeJosephine for a divorce for three
months.months.

LEONARDLEONARD
Why didn't she want to give youWhy didn't she want to give you
one?one?

Harvey shrugs.Harvey shrugs.

HARVEYHARVEY
Pride, I guess. No one divorces aPride, I guess. No one divorces a
Carleton. I never understood whyCarleton. I never understood why
she wanted to marry a car salesmanshe wanted to marry a car salesman
in the first place. Sherrie? Well,in the first place. Sherrie? Well,
I understood Sherrie. She grew upI understood Sherrie. She grew up
tough, like I did-tough, like I did-

Dave pops his head in.Dave pops his head in.

LEONARDLEONARD
Yeah?Yeah?

DAVEDAVE
(trying hard to be,(trying hard to be,
but isn't, subtle)but isn't, subtle)

The results on that- ah- thingThe results on that- ah- thing
have come back.have come back.

Leonard stands.Leonard stands.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'll be right back.I'll be right back.

Harvey doesn't hear him.Harvey doesn't hear him.

MAIN ROOMMAIN ROOM

Sam stands there.Sam stands there.

SAMSAM
Thought I'd come in person.Thought I'd come in person.

LEONARDLEONARD
Did the print match?Did the print match?

Sam shakes his head.Sam shakes his head.
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SAMSAM
But there's something else I'veBut there's something else I've
discovered. I looked at Henrydiscovered. I looked at Henry
Carleton's autopsy report. HisCarleton's autopsy report. His
life insurance company requiredlife insurance company required
it. His blood type doesn't matchit. His blood type doesn't match
yours or Sherrie's.yours or Sherrie's.

Leonard thinks this over.Leonard thinks this over.

LEONARDLEONARD
Okay, then Sherrie was wrong, weOkay, then Sherrie was wrong, we
don't have the same father asdon't have the same father as
Josephine Boyle.Josephine Boyle.

SAMSAM
It doesn't match Josephine'sIt doesn't match Josephine's
either-either-

Leonard exhales an explosive breath.Leonard exhales an explosive breath.

LEONARDLEONARD
How do you know it doesn't matchHow do you know it doesn't match
Josephine's?Josephine's?

SAMSAM
None of this can be used in court.None of this can be used in court.
I was doing my own search withoutI was doing my own search without
a warrant.a warrant.

LEONARD'S OFFICELEONARD'S OFFICE

Leonard sits again, determined.Leonard sits again, determined.

Harvey rubs his hands over tired eyes.Harvey rubs his hands over tired eyes.

LEONARDLEONARD
Then what happened?Then what happened?

HARVEYHARVEY
I waited for hours at the motelI waited for hours at the motel
but she never showed. I drove tobut she never showed. I drove to
her house, no one was there. Iher house, no one was there. I
drove around town. Finally I justdrove around town. Finally I just
went back to the house-went back to the house-

Harvey laughs sadly.Harvey laughs sadly.

LEONARDLEONARD
(gently)(gently)

-you went back to the house--you went back to the house-
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HARVEYHARVEY
I wished then that I had neverI wished then that I had never
started it up with Sherrie but Istarted it up with Sherrie but I
cared a lot about her.cared a lot about her.

Harvey smiles grimly.Harvey smiles grimly.

HARVEYHARVEY
(continuing)(continuing)

I walked into the house andI walked into the house and
Josephine was there with theJosephine was there with the
Sheriff.Sheriff.

(pause)(pause)
The Sheriff said there had been anThe Sheriff said there had been an
accident and Sherrie was dead. Butaccident and Sherrie was dead. But
no one was going to believe it wasno one was going to believe it was
an accident because Sherrie wasan accident because Sherrie was
trying to extort money.trying to extort money.

LEONARDLEONARD
There's no way it could have beenThere's no way it could have been
an accident. She was bludgeoned onan accident. She was bludgeoned on
the head three times.the head three times.

Harvey's face contorts.Harvey's face contorts.

HARVEYHARVEY
They went about cleaningThey went about cleaning
everything up-everything up-

BEGIN MEMORY HIT 2BEGIN MEMORY HIT 2

Josephine on her hands and knees, washing blood from theJosephine on her hands and knees, washing blood from the
marble floor in the foyer. The statue lies beside her,marble floor in the foyer. The statue lies beside her,
splattered with blood.splattered with blood.

HARVEY (V.O.)HARVEY (V.O.)
Josephine was hysterical. I didn'tJosephine was hysterical. I didn't
know what to do. She kept tellingknow what to do. She kept telling
me it was my fault. If I had never-me it was my fault. If I had never-

Harvey grabs Josephine and they argue.Harvey grabs Josephine and they argue.

BATHROOMBATHROOM

Josephine pulls Sherrie's body out of the bathtub. The backJosephine pulls Sherrie's body out of the bathtub. The back
of her head has been smashed in.of her head has been smashed in.

HARVEY (V.O.)HARVEY (V.O.)
So, I helped. We took the body toSo, I helped. We took the body to
the McNamara farm, we had intendedthe McNamara farm, we had intended
to bury her, but it was a blizzard-to bury her, but it was a blizzard-
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END MEMORY HIT 2END MEMORY HIT 2

Harvey sits back in the chair, half his face cast intoHarvey sits back in the chair, half his face cast into
shadows by the arm of the chair. He looks at Leonard,shadows by the arm of the chair. He looks at Leonard,
pleading for him to believe him.pleading for him to believe him.

LEONARDLEONARD
Why wash her body?Why wash her body?

HARVEYHARVEY
We had sex that morning andWe had sex that morning and
Josephine said we had to get ridJosephine said we had to get rid
of that...of that...

Harvey waves his hand through the air.Harvey waves his hand through the air.

LEONARDLEONARD
Why the McNamara farm?Why the McNamara farm?

HARVEYHARVEY
The Sheriff said that if the bodyThe Sheriff said that if the body
got discovered before we had agot discovered before we had a
chance to move... her... he saidchance to move... her... he said
he could pull his weight forhe could pull his weight for
jurisdiction.jurisdiction.

LEONARDLEONARD
You helped the Sheriff dispose ofYou helped the Sheriff dispose of
the body?the body?

Harvey looks like he's going to try to excuse himself butHarvey looks like he's going to try to excuse himself but
instead he sighs and nods.instead he sighs and nods.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

And the sweater?And the sweater?

HARVEYHARVEY
(shrugs)(shrugs)

The Sheriff said he was going toThe Sheriff said he was going to
take care of everything.take care of everything.

LEONARDLEONARD
Who killed her?Who killed her?

Harvey shakes his head.Harvey shakes his head.

HARVEYHARVEY
It had already happened. NeitherIt had already happened. Neither
of them said anything.of them said anything.

(beat)(beat)
I suppose that fingerprint will...I suppose that fingerprint will...
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Harvey can't continue, recalling the events are taking anHarvey can't continue, recalling the events are taking an
emotional toll on him.emotional toll on him.

LEONARDLEONARD
It doesn't match my suspect'sIt doesn't match my suspect's
print.print.

Leonard wads up a piece of paper and tosses it into the trashLeonard wads up a piece of paper and tosses it into the trash
can. It lands on top of the broken pieces of the crystalcan. It lands on top of the broken pieces of the crystal
vase, the debris shifts causing a clinking noise. Leonardvase, the debris shifts causing a clinking noise. Leonard
looks into the waste basket, he picks out a shard with alooks into the waste basket, he picks out a shard with a
kleenex, holding it up to the light.kleenex, holding it up to the light.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

You'll testify?You'll testify?

Harvey sighs, recovering composure.Harvey sighs, recovering composure.

HARVEYHARVEY
No one will believe that it didn'tNo one will believe that it didn't
happen exactly the way the Sheriffhappen exactly the way the Sheriff
says it did.says it did.

INT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - DUSKINT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - DUSK

In the foyer of the grand house, Joe takes out his handcuffs,In the foyer of the grand house, Joe takes out his handcuffs,
getting ready to take Josephine into custody. Leonard andgetting ready to take Josephine into custody. Leonard and
Dave watch. She's a wild, caught animal. Her face beat red,Dave watch. She's a wild, caught animal. Her face beat red,
a muscle in her throat twitches.a muscle in her throat twitches.

Josephine looks like she could spit on Leonard.Josephine looks like she could spit on Leonard.

Josephine shakes her head, she doesn't even want to entertainJosephine shakes her head, she doesn't even want to entertain
the idea of this truth.the idea of this truth.

JOSEPHINEJOSEPHINE
(frantic, pleading)(frantic, pleading)

You have to make it go away.You have to make it go away.

LEONARDLEONARD
I can't-I can't-

Josephine twists away from Joe as he tries to cuff her.Josephine twists away from Joe as he tries to cuff her.
Leonard grabs her wrists, forcing them together as JoeLeonard grabs her wrists, forcing them together as Joe
manages to secure the handcuffs over her wrists.manages to secure the handcuffs over her wrists.
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LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing;(continuing;
compassionately)compassionately)

I can't help but wonder how itI can't help but wonder how it
would have been different if allwould have been different if all
three of us had been told thethree of us had been told the
truth.truth.

EXT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - CONTINUINGEXT. HARVEY'S HOUSE - CONTINUING

There are other cars from the Sheriff's Department parked andThere are other cars from the Sheriff's Department parked and
deputies stand around, waiting.deputies stand around, waiting.

Leonard opens the car door for her and helps her into theLeonard opens the car door for her and helps her into the
back seat, hatred in her eyes.back seat, hatred in her eyes.

Sheriff Davis stands outside his vehicle, parked across theSheriff Davis stands outside his vehicle, parked across the
street. He meets Josephine's gaze but the intensity of herstreet. He meets Josephine's gaze but the intensity of her
stare forces him to look away.stare forces him to look away.

Leonard shuts the door on Josephine Boyle, tapping the roof.Leonard shuts the door on Josephine Boyle, tapping the roof.
Joe drives away.Joe drives away.

DAVEDAVE
We're going to execute a searchWe're going to execute a search
warrant. I can't believe thewarrant. I can't believe the
Sheriff's department didn't lookSheriff's department didn't look
for other leads.for other leads.

Leonard shakes his head.Leonard shakes his head.

LEONARDLEONARD
They are just going to say that itThey are just going to say that it
was my hunch about the statue andwas my hunch about the statue and
that all the evidence pointed atthat all the evidence pointed at
Jack-Jack-

The Sheriff gets back into his vehicle and drives off.The Sheriff gets back into his vehicle and drives off.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

I'm going to take off-I'm going to take off-

DAVEDAVE
Really?Really?

LEONARDLEONARD
Not my case anymore. Did you everNot my case anymore. Did you ever
hear back from Jim Flannershear back from Jim Flanners
girlfriend?girlfriend?
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DAVEDAVE
She hasn't seen him for six monthsShe hasn't seen him for six months
and I believe her. She said if weand I believe her. She said if we
find him to let her know becausefind him to let her know because
he owes child support-he owes child support-

Leonard nods, getting into a new truck.Leonard nods, getting into a new truck.

LEONARDLEONARD
I'll see you back at the station.I'll see you back at the station.

INT. POLICE STATION - AFTERNOONINT. POLICE STATION - AFTERNOON

The sun pours through the windows, melted snow water streaksThe sun pours through the windows, melted snow water streaks
the glass as it runs to the sills.the glass as it runs to the sills.

Sally enters the main room where Leonard waits. The boxesSally enters the main room where Leonard waits. The boxes
have been moved from Leonard's inner office into the mainhave been moved from Leonard's inner office into the main
room.room.

SALLYSALLY
What's all that?What's all that?

LEONARDLEONARD
Just my stuff, I'm moving it.Just my stuff, I'm moving it.

Leonard gestures for them both to sit. Leonard opens a fileLeonard gestures for them both to sit. Leonard opens a file
and sits across from her.and sits across from her.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

I should have asked you to comeI should have asked you to come
here a long time ago, Sally. Ihere a long time ago, Sally. I
should have admitted to you thatshould have admitted to you that
I didn't have any real leads onI didn't have any real leads on
Jenny's killer. I should haveJenny's killer. I should have
admitted that to you but insteadadmitted that to you but instead
I was led by my pride andI was led by my pride and
stubbornness. I'm sorry-stubbornness. I'm sorry-

Sally starts to cry.Sally starts to cry.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

I'm so very sorry-I'm so very sorry-

Sally hides her face, crying softly for a long moment. SheSally hides her face, crying softly for a long moment. She
looks Leonard in the eye as she stands.looks Leonard in the eye as she stands.

SALLYSALLY
Thank you.Thank you.

Leonard, surprised by her response, stands too.Leonard, surprised by her response, stands too.
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SALLYSALLY
(continuing)(continuing)

I know you tried-I know you tried-

LEONARDLEONARD
I-I-

He's at a loss for what to say. Sally shakes her head.He's at a loss for what to say. Sally shakes her head.

SALLYSALLY
Leonard, every time I see you, ILeonard, every time I see you, I
know you are thinking about her.know you are thinking about her.

(pauses as she tears(pauses as she tears
up)up)

That's important to me.That's important to me.

She hugs Leonard hard as Joe and Dave walk in. They shuffleShe hugs Leonard hard as Joe and Dave walk in. They shuffle
around until Sally walks out.around until Sally walks out.

Leonard turns away from them for a long moment in order toLeonard turns away from them for a long moment in order to
compose himself. He finally faces them.compose himself. He finally faces them.

LEONARDLEONARD
What did you find?What did you find?

JOEJOE
Some dried blood in the cracks inSome dried blood in the cracks in
the new Italian tile in the foyer.the new Italian tile in the foyer.
A couple of her hairs in theA couple of her hairs in the
bathtub drain.bathtub drain.

Leonard sets the diary on Dave's desk.Leonard sets the diary on Dave's desk.

DAVEDAVE
What did you find in the diary?What did you find in the diary?

LEONARDLEONARD
Sherrie's mother and my mother metSherrie's mother and my mother met
at an AA meeting so that's howat an AA meeting so that's how
they found out about their mutualthey found out about their mutual
relationship with Sheriff Davis.relationship with Sheriff Davis.
My mother said to her that sheMy mother said to her that she
always had her suspicions aboutalways had her suspicions about
Mrs. Carleton too.Mrs. Carleton too.

JOEJOE
Jack's been released.Jack's been released.

DAVEDAVE
He's buying everyone drinks overHe's buying everyone drinks over
at Bud's.at Bud's.

Dave looks impatient.Dave looks impatient.
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LEONARDLEONARD
You should go-You should go-

Dave looks at Joe.Dave looks at Joe.

JOEJOE
I'll meet you over there.I'll meet you over there.

Dave leaves.Dave leaves.

JOEJOE
(continuing)(continuing)

Come with us?Come with us?

LEONARDLEONARD
I don't think Jack is going toI don't think Jack is going to
want to see me, now knowing that I-want to see me, now knowing that I-

JOEJOE
(chuckles)(chuckles)

He says he knew the day you toldHe says he knew the day you told
him Sherrie was dead. The tattoo-him Sherrie was dead. The tattoo-

EXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHTEXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Leonard exits the police station and finds Ruth getting outLeonard exits the police station and finds Ruth getting out
of her car.of her car.

RUTHRUTH
Chief, I wanted to come by toChief, I wanted to come by to
apologize-apologize-

LEONARDLEONARD
How about we exchange someHow about we exchange some
information instead? I've got ainformation instead? I've got a
story for you.story for you.

RUTHRUTH
(excited)(excited)

Really? I'm working on another oneReally? I'm working on another one
myself. That eye witness decidedmyself. That eye witness decided
to come forward, the one who sawto come forward, the one who saw
someone going into Jack's icesomeone going into Jack's ice
fishing house the morningfishing house the morning
Sherrie's was found. He'll be hereSherrie's was found. He'll be here
any second to make a statement.any second to make a statement.

They head back inside.They head back inside.

LEONARDLEONARD
It's nice that he decided to comeIt's nice that he decided to come
forward now, when Jack has alreadyforward now, when Jack has already
been cleared.been cleared.
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The Deputy walks into the police station looking sheepish.The Deputy walks into the police station looking sheepish.

INT. BUD'S PLACE - LATEINT. BUD'S PLACE - LATE

Leonard walks into the crowded bar. A large group hasLeonard walks into the crowded bar. A large group has
gathered in the back, Jack laughs and gesticulates as hegathered in the back, Jack laughs and gesticulates as he
talks. Joe and Dave are with the crowd, drinking beers.talks. Joe and Dave are with the crowd, drinking beers.

Jack sees Leonard and smiles, Leonard breathes a small sighJack sees Leonard and smiles, Leonard breathes a small sigh
of relief.of relief.

JACKJACK
Buy you a coffee, Chief?Buy you a coffee, Chief?

It's the first time he's said Chief without a pejorativeIt's the first time he's said Chief without a pejorative
intent.intent.

LEONARDLEONARD
Sure-Sure-

Jack gestures at a waitress. Jack drains his beer glass.Jack gestures at a waitress. Jack drains his beer glass.

JACKJACK
(to waitress)(to waitress)

A coffee and another one of theseA coffee and another one of these
for me.for me.

Jack sets down his empty glass.Jack sets down his empty glass.

JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

Poor Sherrie, you know?Poor Sherrie, you know?

He looks at Leonard sincerely, Leonard nods.He looks at Leonard sincerely, Leonard nods.

JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

She didn't deserve this.She didn't deserve this.

The waitress comes back with their drinks.The waitress comes back with their drinks.

LEONARDLEONARD
No, she didn't.No, she didn't.

JACKJACK
You know-You know-

(sighs)(sighs)
I can't believe I'm going to sayI can't believe I'm going to say
this. All the shit I've given youthis. All the shit I've given you
over the years-over the years-

(more)(more)
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JACK (cont'd)JACK (cont'd)
(pause)(pause)

-it was probably because you were-it was probably because you were
a little taller and a littlea little taller and a little
better than me.better than me.

Jack grins as he raises his glass.Jack grins as he raises his glass.

JACKJACK
(continuing)(continuing)

To Sherrie-To Sherrie-

Leonard raises his cup too.Leonard raises his cup too.

LEONARDLEONARD
To Sherrie-To Sherrie-

INT. MAYOR'S OFFICE - MORNINGINT. MAYOR'S OFFICE - MORNING

Leonard steps inside, seeing the Sheriff is there too,Leonard steps inside, seeing the Sheriff is there too,
Leonard carries a newspaper.Leonard carries a newspaper.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Chief Shepherd.Chief Shepherd.

Leonard nods to him. The Mayor hands him a newspaper.Leonard nods to him. The Mayor hands him a newspaper.

INSERT HEADLINE 1: Josephine Boyle Arraigned this MorningINSERT HEADLINE 1: Josephine Boyle Arraigned this Morning

INSERT HEADLINE 2: Chief Shepherd Will Submit ResignationINSERT HEADLINE 2: Chief Shepherd Will Submit Resignation

Leonard sets the newspaper back on the Mayor's desk.Leonard sets the newspaper back on the Mayor's desk.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(continuing)(continuing)

The Mayor and I were justThe Mayor and I were just
discussing what a bad situationdiscussing what a bad situation
for Chippewa Heights it will be iffor Chippewa Heights it will be if
we lose Harvey Boyle's dealership.we lose Harvey Boyle's dealership.

LEONARDLEONARD
Is that right?Is that right?

MAYORMAYOR
We've received many phone callsWe've received many phone calls
this morning about your headline-this morning about your headline-

LEONARDLEONARD
I meant to get here before youI meant to get here before you
read about it.read about it.
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MAYORMAYOR
(smiles)(smiles)

I know how Ruth can be looking forI know how Ruth can be looking for
a scoop.a scoop.

LEONARDLEONARD
That's for sure. Turns out sheThat's for sure. Turns out she
just broke another big story,just broke another big story,
she's put out a late morningshe's put out a late morning
edition.edition.

Leonard places the newspaper on the Mayor's desk.Leonard places the newspaper on the Mayor's desk.

INSERT HEADLINE: Sheriff Davis planted evidence in HarrisINSERT HEADLINE: Sheriff Davis planted evidence in Harris
Murder Investigation.Murder Investigation.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
Why would I do something like that?Why would I do something like that?

LEONARDLEONARD
To protect your daughter, ofTo protect your daughter, of
course.course.

The Mayor looks at the Sheriff. Leonard spreads out anotherThe Mayor looks at the Sheriff. Leonard spreads out another
paper on the desk.paper on the desk.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

To protect your daughter whoTo protect your daughter who
killed your other daughter out of,killed your other daughter out of,
partially, a jealous rage but,partially, a jealous rage but,
mostly, a fear of losing hermostly, a fear of losing her
fortune.fortune.

It's Sherrie's birth certificate. They both look at it.It's Sherrie's birth certificate. They both look at it.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
That says I'm Sherrie's father,That says I'm Sherrie's father,
not Josephine-not Josephine-

LEONARDLEONARD
Here are the results of your court-Here are the results of your court-
ordered DNA comparison. Sherrieordered DNA comparison. Sherrie
and I have the same father.and I have the same father.

The Sheriff tries his usual smirk but fails.The Sheriff tries his usual smirk but fails.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

I've also learned that JosephineI've also learned that Josephine
didn't have the same blood type asdidn't have the same blood type as
Henry Carleton.Henry Carleton.

(more)(more)
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LEONARD (cont'd)LEONARD (cont'd)
She has the same rare blood typeShe has the same rare blood type
that Sherrie and I both have. Thatthat Sherrie and I both have. That
you have-you have-

SHERIFFSHERIFF
(getting angry)(getting angry)

I don't know how you came acrossI don't know how you came across
that information, but it wasn'tthat information, but it wasn't
legally, and it'll never stand uplegally, and it'll never stand up
in court.in court.

LEONARDLEONARD
I don't suppose it will but-I don't suppose it will but-

Joe enters the room with the Deputy.Joe enters the room with the Deputy.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

-your Deputy's testimony that you-your Deputy's testimony that you
told him to hide Sherrie's bloodytold him to hide Sherrie's bloody
sweater in Jack's icehouse will-sweater in Jack's icehouse will-

The Sheriff shakes his head.The Sheriff shakes his head.

LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

-and Harvey Boyle's testimony that-and Harvey Boyle's testimony that
he helped you and Josephine hidehe helped you and Josephine hide
Sherrie's body.Sherrie's body.

Silence in the room while the truth sinks in.Silence in the room while the truth sinks in.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
It's too bad, sad really, that myIt's too bad, sad really, that my
only son had to be the result ofonly son had to be the result of
a drunken, dark piece of strange-a drunken, dark piece of strange-

Leonard punches him hard in the face, his nose explodes. NoLeonard punches him hard in the face, his nose explodes. No
one knows what to do. They all look from Leonard back to theone knows what to do. They all look from Leonard back to the
Sheriff, who has taken a handkerchief to his bloody nose.Sheriff, who has taken a handkerchief to his bloody nose.

LEONARDLEONARD
(shaking with rage)(shaking with rage)

Joe has an arrest warrant forJoe has an arrest warrant for
Sheriff Davis. The charges areSheriff Davis. The charges are
obstruction of justice andobstruction of justice and
planting evidence.planting evidence.

SHERIFFSHERIFF
I want this prick arrested forI want this prick arrested for
assaulting an officer of the law.assaulting an officer of the law.
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No one makes a move. The Sheriff glances around the roomNo one makes a move. The Sheriff glances around the room
incredulously. Leonard starts to recover from his anger as heincredulously. Leonard starts to recover from his anger as he
flexes his fingers from the punch.flexes his fingers from the punch.

LEONARDLEONARD
I think Joe would make anI think Joe would make an
excellent replacement for me...excellent replacement for me...

Leonard places his badge, gun and letter of resignation onLeonard places his badge, gun and letter of resignation on
the Mayor's desk and leaves.the Mayor's desk and leaves.

EXT. CITY HALL - CONTINUINGEXT. CITY HALL - CONTINUING

Leonard meets Sam on the stairs to the building. He can seeLeonard meets Sam on the stairs to the building. He can see
the anguish on Leonard's face.the anguish on Leonard's face.

SAMSAM
See you at the meeting tonight?See you at the meeting tonight?

Leonard simply nods.Leonard simply nods.

INT. TRUCK - AFTERNOONINT. TRUCK - AFTERNOON

Leonard drives along the city streets. The sun shinesLeonard drives along the city streets. The sun shines
brightly. Snow melts and icicles drip. Pedestrians wear theirbrightly. Snow melts and icicles drip. Pedestrians wear their
coats open at the throat.coats open at the throat.

Spring is coming.Spring is coming.

EXT. PARK - CONTINUINGEXT. PARK - CONTINUING

He sees Katie walking their dogs. He pulls over, honkingHe sees Katie walking their dogs. He pulls over, honking
lightly to get her attention. The back of his truck islightly to get her attention. The back of his truck is
stuffed with the boxes from his office.stuffed with the boxes from his office.

She covers her eyes from the bright sunshine. She looksShe covers her eyes from the bright sunshine. She looks
lovely as she smiles at him.lovely as she smiles at him.

Leonard gets out of his truck. They look at each other for aLeonard gets out of his truck. They look at each other for a
long moment until Katie looks away.long moment until Katie looks away.

KATIEKATIE
(points to truck)(points to truck)

What's with the stuff?What's with the stuff?

LEONARDLEONARD
Moving into a new place.Moving into a new place.

Katie has a mixed reaction to this news. Leonard hands her anKatie has a mixed reaction to this news. Leonard hands her an
envelope.envelope.
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LEONARDLEONARD
(continuing)(continuing)

I signed them.I signed them.

Katie slips the envelope into her jacket without looking.Katie slips the envelope into her jacket without looking.

KATIEKATIE
Oh, yeah? A new place?Oh, yeah? A new place?

KATIEKATIE
(continuing)(continuing)

I'm happy for you.I'm happy for you.

LEONARDLEONARD
Why's that?Why's that?

KATIEKATIE
I sold the house. My replacementI sold the house. My replacement
at the school bought it.at the school bought it.

This concerns Leonard a little, he frowns. They walk inThis concerns Leonard a little, he frowns. They walk in
silence for a moment.silence for a moment.

LEONARDLEONARD
Did you close that door?Did you close that door?

Katie stops walking, turning to him. She smooths the collarKatie stops walking, turning to him. She smooths the collar
of his jacket down with her hands, her touch lingers on hisof his jacket down with her hands, her touch lingers on his
chest for a long moment.chest for a long moment.

KATIEKATIE
Buy you lunch?Buy you lunch?

INT. DINER - DAYINT. DINER - DAY

They sit at a table in the back. Sally comes to the tableThey sit at a table in the back. Sally comes to the table
with two menus, she smiles at them both.with two menus, she smiles at them both.

SALLYSALLY
Coffee?Coffee?

LEONARDLEONARD
Sure thing.Sure thing.

SALLYSALLY
Katie?Katie?

KATIEKATIE
Same.Same.

FADE OUT:FADE OUT:


